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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The English East India Company appeared in 
Indian waters in 1608 as a purely t rading concern, but 
within a century and a half i t transformed i t s e l f in to 
a t e r r i t o r i a l power. Unlike numerous other merchants 
p a r t i c i p a t i n g in the Ind i a ' s sea-borne t r ade , the English 
r i g h t from the beginning Dretended tr enjoy a si .ecial 
s t a t u s as the r ep resen ta t ives of the King of England, 
Mughal admin i s t r a t ion . The Mughals did not seem to have 
taken t h e i r feigned superior s t a t u s ser ious ly but 
neve r the le s s , were not averse to give them concessions 
from time to time in t r a n s i t du t i e s and customs. These 
concessions were thought not only harmless but a lso 
conducive to overseas t rade . These concessions, during 
the zeni th of the Mughal Empire, granted as favours, 
and during i t s decl ine extor ted as p r iv i l eges became a 
vehic le of the English East India Company's transformation 
from a merchant company to the r u l e r s of India . 
Though the orders issued by the Mughal 
Emperors and adminis t ra t ion to the English, surviving 
in t r a n s c r i p t s , have been not iced by a few h i s t o r i a n s , 
a thorough s c ru t i ny and ana lys i s of these is. yet to be 
taken up. A proper analysis of these seems promising 
not only for providina new ins igh t s in to the h i s to ry 
i i 
of Anglo-Mughal r e l a t i ons but a l so in introducing a 
depature from the general ly p reva i l ing Euro-Centric 
approach. 
In th i s d i s s e r t a t i o n I have made a modest 
attempt o:'^  t r a n s l a t i n g and annotat ing 5.5 of these 
documents to which I have had access t o . 4 6 of them 
came from the B r i t i s h Library (Docs. I , IV to XLVIIl) 
9 from the Bodleian Library, Oxford (Docs. I I , XLIX 
to L V; Doc. XX i s cormion in the co l l ec t ions of both the 
Br i t i sh Library and Bodleian) and 1 from the Bibliotheque 
Nationale (Doc. I I I ) . They cover avast span of t ime, 
the e a r l i e s t belonging to 1619 and the l a s t to 1717. 
These documents t o t a l l i n g f ifty-f:i^^ , have 
nine farmans : f ive of Shahjahan, three of Aurangzeb 
and one of Farrukhsiyar . There are seven nishans : one 
of prince Khurram, four of Shah Shuja and one each of 
Muhammad A'zam and Azimu-sh-Shan. Besides these , there 
i s one hukm of Empress Nur Jahan, one sale-deed documentX 
and t h i r t y parwanas. For the sake of convenience I have 
numbered them chronological ly i r r e spec t ive of t h e i r 
na tu re , s t a tu s or conten ts . 
Most of these documents are mentioned in 
two l i s t s given in the Bengal Public Consul ta t ions , of 
iii 
the edicts issued by the Mughal administration in favour 
of the English. The first list is provided in a 
communique dated 19th February 1704. it is an unimpressive 
list having just 27 documents of which only 9 are dated. 
The following orders in our collection find reference in 
this list: IV, VII, X, XX, XXIX, XXX, XXXIII and XXXVII. 
2 
The second list dated 19th February 1714 
is comparatively a much longer one mentioning as many 
as 2 65 documents most of which are dated. However, this 
list too does not eeem exhaustive since it does not list 
the following documents in our collection: I, II, III, 
IV, V, VIII, IX, X, XI, XV, XIX, XXXIV, XL and XLIII. 
Since the list was prepared in 1714 it also, obviously, 
does not refer to the latter documents that are there in 
our collection. The authenticity of the documents which 
are not mentioned in either of the lists provided in the 
Bengal Public Consultations cannot be doubted since most 
of them are either directly referred to in the English 
records or are corroborated by the information given in 
them, explicitly or implicitly. 
1. C.R. Wilson, The Early Annals of the English in Bengal, 
Vol. I, PP.241-4T: 
2. Ibid., Vol. II, part I, pp. 182-191. 
IV 
Some of t h e documents i n o u r c o l l e c t i o n were 
t r a n s l a t e d on b e h e s t of t h e Company. Those documen t s 
whose t r a n s l a t i o n s a r e a v a i l a b l e i n t h e Company's r e c o r d s , 
a r e : 
Doc . No. R e f e r e n c e 
4 W i l l i a n B r u t o n . News from t h e E a s t I n d i e s o r a 
Voyage t o Benrf^ T la • c f . C.R. W i l s o n , The E a r l y 
A n n a l s of t h e E n g l i s h i n B e n g a l , v o l . I , 
p p . 1 1 - 1 2 . 
12 The D i a r i e s of S t r e y n s h a m M a s t e r ( 1 6 7 5 - 8 0 ) , 
e d . R . c . Temple, V o l . I I , p p . 2 1 - 2 2 . 
2 0 Thomas, T r e a t i e s , Agreemen t s and Engagements 
be tween t h e Honorab l e E a s t I n d i a Company and 
t h e N a t i v e P r i n c e s , C h i e f s and S t a t e s , V o l . 1 1 , 
p p . 7 8 3 - 8 4 . 
28 S t e w a r t , H i s t o r y of B e n g a l , p . 5 7 7 . 
33 I b i d . , p p . 5 7 8 - 7 9 . 
40 I b i d . , p p . 5 8 0 - 8 2 
4 4 W i l s o n , Old F o r t W i l l i a m i n B e n g a l , p p . 4 0 - 4 1 . 
4 9 W i l s o n , E a r l y A n n a l s , V o l . I , P t . I I , p p . 1 6 7 - 6 9 . 
My t r a n s l a t i o n of t h e a b o v e - m e n t i o n e d 
d o c u m e n t s i s i n d e p e n d e n t of t h e i r E n g l i s h v e r s i o n s t h o u g h 
I have compared t h e two , n o t i c i n g t h e d i f f e r e n c e s be tween 
t h e m , whenever found t o be s i g n i f i c a n t , in t h e f o o t n o t e s 
t o my t r a n s l a t e d t e x t . 
Besides the contemporary and near contemporary 
t r a n s l a t i o n s we a l so have a few abridged t r ans l a t i ons by 
the modern h i s t o r i a n s . William Foster , in the Appendix 
to the 1655-60 volume of The English Factories in India 
(pp.411-16) has provided summaries of the following 
documents: IV, VII , VIII , IX, X, XI, XII and XIV. 
" . " . •••"lik has, in = papej. ]j-so•-_•::red to rhe 
Indian History Congress, 1969 (cyclos ty led) , presented 
a calender of 21 of these documents. In a few cases , my 
reading of dates and names of issuing a u t h o r i t i e s i s not 
in agreement with h i s ; these disagreements have been 
indicated a t the appropriate p laces . 
The decipherment of these documents offered 
a number of d i f f i c u l t i e s , t ranscr ibed as they are in the 
sh ikas ta s t y l e of Persian ca l l ig raphy . Despite my best-
e f f o r t s , there have remained a few words which I have not 
been able to decipher . These have been indicated in 
the edi ted t e x t with a question mark within square 
b racke t s . 
In t r a n s l a t i n g the documents I have t r i e d to 
s t i c k to the t e x t in i t s e n t i r e t y . However, for the sake 
of making the t r a n s l a t i o n more precise and comprehensible. 
V I 
long and inconvenient t i t l e s and appe l la t ions have been 
dele ted except when they were considered important for 
the i den t i f i ca t i on of a person. Wherever such de le t ion 
has been made, i t has been indicated in the t r a n s l a t i o n . 
At a few places , phrases and idioms have been t r ea t ed in 
terms of t h e i r a c t u a l sense r a t h e r than t he i r l i t e r a l 
meanings. Persian terms, p a r t i c u l a r l y the des ignat ions 
of o f f i c i a l s and taxes which could not be accura te ly 
rendered into English, have been t r a n s l i t e r a t e d and t h e i r 
meaning explained in the g lossa ry . 
The conversion of h i 1 r i dates has been done 
with an exclusive re l i ance on H.G. Cattenoz, Tables De 
Concordance Pes Er ies Chretienne Et Hegirienne. The 
i l a h i dates have been converted with the help of 
V.S. Bendrey, T a r i k h - i - l l a h i . The regnal years of the 
re ign of Shahjahan have been, by and la rge , determined 
by Lahori ' s Badshahn'ama, and of Aurangzeb by M^as i r - i -
^Alamgiri and '^Alamgirn'ama. However, in some of the 
documents belonging to the reign of Aurangzeb (except 
one coming from the reign of Shahjahan) the recorded 
« 
regnal years have not been found to be t a l l y ing with t h e i r 
s t a t ed h i j r i years or the tenure of the o f f i c i a l s who had 
v i i 
issued the order. For the e a r l y years of Aurangzeb's 
re ign t h i s i s a recognised problem as i s evident in 
the dat ing on coins as wel l , the reason being the 
various dates assigned to h is coronat ion. 
For t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n of Persian terms I have 
s t r i c t l y followed Steingaffs, Persian-English Dict ionary. 
For the i den t i f i c a t i on of geographical names I have 
r e l i e d upon Irfan Habib, Atlas of the Mughal Empire and 
for the names of o f f i c i a l s , upon M. Athar Al i , The 
Apparatus of Empire . 
The names of English o f f i c i a l s securing in 
these documents, having been corrupted in t he i r Persian 
render ing, have been iden t i f i ed with the help of 
references in the English sources . Usually the English 
records , while r e f e r r i n g to the Mughal documents 
issued in t he i r favour a lso make a mention of the 
person or persons involved in procuring i t . Since these 
names f i t in with t h e i r corrupted version in the 
Persian documents, our i d e n t i f i c a t i o n can well be 
considered r e l i a b l e . 
For the proper apprec ia t ion of these documents 
from the h i s t o r i c a l po in t of view, i t is important to 
study them in the context of the circumstances under 
which they were issued and the controvers ies they gene-
r a t ed . In the subsequent sec t ion , therefore , i propose 
v i i i 
t o provide introductory not ices about some of the 
important documents in our c o l l e c t i o n . 
Doc.I : 
This is an important nishan of Prince Khurram 
(Shahjahan), not hitherto noticed by any modern historian. 
Contrary to the widely held view, it shows the Prince, 
then governor of Gujarat as defending the interests of the 
Surat merchants against that of the English Company. 
This nishan was issued in an effort to resolve the 
conflict between the local merchants and the English 
Company that seems to have arisen out of the latter's 
decision to engage in the inter-regional trade between 
Surat and the Red Sea , and to import coral on a large 
2 
scale , that being one of the very commodities that 
1. The decision to participate in the Red Sea trade on 
a regular basis was taken towards the beginning of 
1618, when the Anne was dispatched to Mokha (EFI, 
1618-21, pp.33-36). Encouraged by the profits, the 
Ventura was repeated in Feb. 1619, when another shi-n, 
Lion was dispatched to the Red Sea. Sir Thomas Roe, 
describing its importance for the English, says, 
'Our establishment in this country (India) will no 
longer remain firm unless we have some other 
means, either by trade or freight into the Red Sea 
to bear it out'. (Letters Received by the East 
India Company from Its Servants in the East, vol. VI, 
ed. Foster, p.176). 
2. Letters Received, vol. VI, p.227; EFi 1618-21, 
pp.54, 130, 137. 
ix 
found a ready market in India. Both these measures were 
stiffly resisted by the local merchants who, thereupon, 
"forbade all dealing with the English and imprisoned a 
couple of merchants who ventured to supply them". On 
their insistence the mutasaddis of Surat, "forbade the 
landing of the coral from the fleet and would not permit 
2 
i t to be passed over the r i v e r " . Ult imately,both the 
"ngl i s l : -ii''''- Lli- ^uraL merchants iiubiv-ittcu pcti-ciona t:o 
the Prince, seeking h i s in t e rven t ion . The pr ince , a f t e r 
due contemplation, issued the p resen t nishan forbidding 
the English, in the i n t e r e s t of the local merchants, 
from pa r t i c ipa t i ng in the Surat-Red Sea trade and from 
Importing cora l in to India. 
Docs. V, VI, VII and X; 
All these documents are farm"ans of Emperor 
Shahjahan issued in Sept. 1637, Oct.1637, Nov.1637 
and Aug.1650. Thoughdiffering in minor d e t a i l s , the 
bas ic theme of these farmans is almost the same: viz.^ 
exemptions to the English from the r o a d - t o l l s (rahdari) 
and various other inland t r a n s i t dues. However, t h i s 
was not a case of any ' spec i a l concession' granted to 
1. EF^ 1618-21, p.137. 
2. Ib id . , p.56. 
the English, for these levies belong to the corpus of 
the cesses which had been wr i t ten-of f r i g h t from the 
time of Akbar to t h a t of Aurangzeb , and even l a t e r . 
Insp i t e of the general exemption these cesses , never-
t h e l e s s , remained prevalent as unauthorised exac t ions . 
These documents a l so assume importance in 
view of the English claim tha t Shahjahan h r^? e^yromr^^^f^r^ 
than from the cus toms-rea l i sa t ion in 1650. However, the 
t r a n s c r i p t of the farman of 1650 (Doc.X) ava i lab le to 
us does not support t h i s claim. In view of th i s and other 
evidences from the English sources brought to l i g h t by 
2 Sus i l Chaudhury , i t appears t h a t the English claim of 
duty-f ree trade was spurious and unfounded. I t i s , 
however, qu i te baff l ing tha t our co l l ec t i on has a large 
number of parwanas of Mughal governors of Bengal and 
Or issa , which re fe r to such a farman of Shahjahan, 
presumably grant ing the concessions claimed by the 
1. AbuJ 1 Fazl , A' i n - l - A k b a r i , I , pp. 195-96; Tuzuk-i-j a h a n q l r l , pp .4 , 21; 'Al i Muhammad Khan,"Mir'at-i-
Ahmadi, pp. 171, 28 6; Khafi Khan, Muntakhab-ul-
Lubab, pp. 87-89. 
2. Sus i l Chaudhury, Trade and Commercial organisa t ion 
in Bengal, pp.30-33. 
x i 
E n g l i s h . One p l a u s i b l e e x p l a n a t i o n f o r t h i s c o u l d be 
t h a t a s long a s t h e volume of t h e E n g l i s h t r a d e was s m a l l 
t h e Mughal g o v e r n o r s d i d n o t q u i t e mind exempt ing t h e 
E n g l i s h from c u s t o m s - d u e s a s long a s t h e y m a i n t a i n e d a 
r e g u l a r s u p p l y of n a z r a n a and p e s h k a s h . 
D o c s . V I I I and IX : 
These e r e riiaVr^-.-.i: isijue-J- by sHah Shuja*- i~ 
1 6 4 9 . These have a r a t h e r n a r r o w s c o p e , b e i n g o r d e r s 
i s s u e d t o f e l i c i t a t e an E n g l i s h s u r g e a n , G a b r i e l 
B o u g h t o n ' s e x p e d i t i o n s t o a c q u i r e c e r t a i n goods f o r t h e 
p r i n c e . Boughton i s d e s c r i b e d i n t h e E n g l i s h s o u r c e s a s 
h i g h i n t h e P r i n c e s f a v o u r . In f a c t , he e x e r c i s e d s u c h 
c o n s i d e r a b l e i n f l u e n c e a t t h e c o u r t of Shah Shu ja t h a t 
t h e E n g l i s h u t i l i s e d h i s s e r v i c e s i n e s t a b l i s h i n g 
a f a c t o r y a t H u g l i and i n s e c u r i n g i m p o r t a n t c o n c e s s i o n s 
from t h e p r i n c e - t h a n k s t o h i s e f f o r t s , t h e E n g l i s h 
s u c c e e d e d in o b t a i n i n g t h e s i g n i f i c a n t nish"an of 1651 
2 
(Doc. X I ) . 
Doc. XI : 
Th i s n i s h a n of Shah Shuja*^ was o b t a i n e d by 
J a m e s Br idgman, a l l e g e d l y w i t h t h e h e l p and a s s i s t a n c e 
of t h e E n g l i s h s u r g e a n , G a b r i e l BSughton , a s n o t i c e d 
1 . s e e , f o r i n s t a n c e . Docs . X I , X I I , XIV, XV, XVI and 
XVII . 
2 . EF^ 164 6 - 5 0 , p p . 3 3 2 - 3 3 ; I b i d . , 1 6 5 0 - 5 4 , p . 4 5 . F o r 
more d e t a i l s on G a b r i e l Bough ton , s e e W i l l i a m F o s t e r , 
' G a b r i e l Boughton and t h e G r a n t of T r a d i n g P r i v i l e g e s 
t o t h e E n g l i s h i n Bengal ' , The I n d i a n A n t i q u a r y , 
S e p t . 1911 and 'More a b o u t G a b r i e l B o u g h t o n ' , The 
I n d i a n A n t i q u a r y , May 1 9 1 2 . 
x i i 
above, on the payment of a nazrana of Rs.3000 to the 
pr ince . An en t ry in the English Factory Records for 
January 18, 1654 gives the impression tha t the g ran t 
was not intended to be a permanent exemption but only 
2 
a temporary deferment of the payment of customs. 
The Court Minutes of 1674 has a t u r i o u s l y 
misleading statement tha t the grant was only for 
" liber-cic ro zrzAe paying customs according to the 
Kingi phyrmand but was a l t e red and made to pay noe 
custom according to the King's phyrmand". i t i s qu i t e 
c l e a r from the t e x t of the order t h a t t h i s s tatement is 
erroneous; i t i s , however, useful in suggesting the 
temporary nature of the grant . 
Doc. XII : 
This nish'an of Sh'ah Shuja*^  was repor ted ly 
procured by Thomas Bil l idge for Maurice Thompson and 
his associa tes who had se t -up a commercial organizat ion 
to t rade in the Indian waters independent of the English 
4 East India Coijipany. Z.U. Malik, there fore , appears 
1. E.F. I. 1651-54,p;97.' 
2. Ibid., p.223, 
3. Cf. Foster, The Indian Antiquary, Sept.1911. 
4. EFT, 1655-60, pp.49, 109-11. 
xiil 
mistaken when he assumes that this nishan was issued to 
the Company as a replacement for the nishan issued earlier 
in 1651 (Doc. XI) which the English had reportedly lost. 
Doc. XIV : 
T h i s i s a parwana of Mir Jumla i s s u e d i n 1660 
a s a r e s u l t of t h e s e t t l e m e n t a r r i v e d a t w i t h t h e E n g l i s h 
who had seize-? h i t : i : : lp a l o n g w i t h i t s r r . c rcnand i sc , i n 
2 
1656 . By t h e s e t t l e m e n t (the E n g l i s h u n d e r t o o k t o s e c u r e 
t h e r e l e a s e of h i s s h i p a l o n g w i t h i t s m e r c h a n d i s e o r t o 
p r o v i d e f u l l r e s t i t u t i o n , and Mir Jumla on h i s p a r t 
a g r e e d t o l i f t t h e embargo on E n g l i s h t r a d e and t o a l l o w 
t h e i n g r e s s and e g r e s s of E n g l i s h s h i p s f r e e of a l l 
3 
d u t i e s . E v i d e n t l y , t h e a g r e e m e n t d i d n ' t q u i t e work 
o u t , f o r in a l e t t e r of May, 1 6 6 0 , we f i n d t h e E n g l i s h 
c o n t e m p l a t i n g t o " p r o c e e d a g a i n s t t h e Moores i n a n o t h e r 
manner of l a n g u a g e " and t o f i l e a r e p r e s e n t a t i o n a t t h e 
^ 4 
c o u r t . 
Docs . X V I I I , XIX, X X I I I , XXV : 
These pa rwana were p r i m a r i l y i s s u e d w i t h 
t h e i n t e n t i o n of l i f t i n g t h e embargo on t h e p u r c h a s e 
1 . M a l i k , o p . c i t . , p . 2 5 0 . 
2 . E F I , 1 6 5 5 - 6 0 , p p . 4 1 - 4 2 . For d e t a i l s (in Mir J u m l a ' s 
r e l a t i o n s w i t h t h e E n g l i s h , s e e J a g d i s h S a r k a r , 
The L i fe of Mir J u m l a , p p . 1 9 6 - 2 0 1 , 2 6 3 - 6 8 . 
3 . EFI 1 6 5 5 - 6 0 , p . 3 9 0 . 
4 . I b i d . , p . 3 9 2 . 
xiv 
of s a l t pe t r e by the English. Docs. XViii and XXIII 
were issued by Shais ta Khan; Docs. XIX and XXV by 
Aqidat Khan, nazjm of Patna, presumably on the i n s t r u c -
t ions of Shais ta Khan. Shaista Khan was p a r t i c u l a r l y 
notorious amongst the European Companies for h is 
2 
monopolising a c t i v i t i e s . During h is tenure as the 
governor of Bengal he made severa l attempts to monopolise 
the purchase of s a l t p e t r e . " I t seems, however, t h a t he 
did not succeed in maintaining a permanent monopoly and 
had to l i f t the embargo whenever he found his pos i t ion 
precar ious on the h igh-seas , and had to be content with 
the ex tor t ion of some amount as nazrana. 
DOC. XXXIII : 
This i s a farman of Aurangzeb which i s of 
spec i a l i n t e r e s t in view of the tens ions i t generated 
between the English and the Mughal Of f i c i a l s , owing to 
i t s d i f fe r ing i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s by both the contending 
1. Since the embargo was placed on the d i r e c t i v e s of 
Shaista Khan (EFI^  1661-64, p . 394), I t i s f a i r to 
assume tha t it~was a l so l i f t e d on h is i n s t r u c t i o n s . 
2 . Referring to i t , Streynsham Master wrote, "The 
Nobeb's ( sha is ta Khan's^ o f f i ce r s oppress the 
people, monopolize most commodities, even as low 
as grass for Beasts , Canes, firewood, tha tch , e t c . " 
(The Diaries of Streynsham Master, I , pp. 80-81). 
3 . EFI 1661-64, pp. 394-396." During h i s tenure as the 
governor, of Gujarat he attempted to monopolise and 
regula te the sa le of s a l t p e t r e , indigo and ca l icoes 
(EFI, 1646-50, pp.57-58, 130, 160-61). 
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p a r t i e s . Thds farman, addressed to the off icers of Surat , 
enjoins t h a t : 
'RS.3V2 on every hundred £3V^l.lshould 
be r e a l i s e d from the English, on 
account of the customs-duty (mahsul) 
and jez iya a t the aforesaid por t 
[Surat3 ; a t a l l other p laces , they 
should not be obstructed on th is 
accoun t ' . 
The content ion of the English was tha t the 
farm'an exempts them from the r e a l i s a t i o n of the 
customs-levies a t a l l places except Surat . The Mughal 
o f f i c i a l s , on the other hand, maintained t h a t the 
farman absolves only those goods t h a t had paid the 
customs-dues a t Surat or Bhroach from any fur ther 
r e a l i s a t i o n ' a t a l l other p l a c e s ' . The controversy 
between the two continued, with presents and peshkash 
occas ional ly deciding the matter in favour of the 
Engl ish, u n t i l 1691 when a hasb-ul-hukm was issued 
by the imperial wazir , Asad Khan ordering tha t the 
1. For fur ther d e t a i l s on the controversy, see 
The Early Annals, vo l . I , pp.78-79; R. Barlow 
and Col. H. Yule ( e d . ) . The Diary of S i r William 
Hedges, I , pp.100, lOl . 
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English were t o be exempted from paying the customs-
levies in Bengaland Orissa, in l i eu of which they were 
to pay the annual peshkash of Rs.3000 (Doc. XL ) . 
Docs. XLII, XLIV. and XLV : 
These documents r e l a t e to the sale of the 
zamindari of the v i l l a g e s of Dahi -ka lka t ta , Sutanat i 
and Govindpur in Bengal. The English desired to 
purchase the zamindari r i g h t s of these v i l l ages for 
1 2 
both s t r a t e g i c and f inanc ia l reasons . Finding the 
loca l zamindars extremely r e l u c t a n t to pa r t with t h e i r 
- - •• 3 
zamindari r i g h t s , they approached prince Azimu-sh-Shan, 
then governor of Bengal, and obtained from him a nishan 
4 (Doc. XLII) a t the t o t a l cos t of Rs.16,000 , which 
conferred on them formal r igh t s and t i t l e to the a fore -
said v i l l ages and placed on them the r e s p o n s i b i l i t y of 
co l l ec t i ng the land revenue on behalf of the imperial 
1. Early Annals, I , p.116; C.R. Wilson, Old Fort 
William in bengal, I , pp .4 -5 , 15, 16. 
2. I b i d . , I , pp.19, 23, 28, 35. 
3 . I b i d . , I , p .36 . 
4. I b i d . , I , p .150. 
x v i i 
c o u r t . After much r e s i s t a n c e , the l o c a l zamlndars agref^d 
t o p a r t with t h e i r zamindar i r i g h t s , a t the p r i c e of 
Rs.1300, and the s a l e - d e e d wa^drawn yp (Doc. XLIV ) . The 
^ I z z a t sale-rdeed, t o come i n t o e f f e c t r e q u i r e d the parwana of ^ 
Khan 
(Doc.XLV) which was i s sued on 16th Sep t . 1699 and by t h i s the 
Mughal a d m i n i s t r a t i o n d e c l a r e d the Engl i sh the 'permanent 
t a l l u q d a r ' of the v i l l a g e s of Dah i -Ka lka t t a and C. and 
imposed on thetr; tV:- vL-lis^isiicn t c p=iy—the i^nu revenue 
of Rs.1,194 As.14 per annum. Thus, the Engl i sh company 
took the f i r s t c o n c r e t e s t e p towards r a i s i n g f i n a n c e s 
f o r ' i n v e s t m e n t s ' ou t of the revenues r e a l i s e d from 
the Indian p e a s a n t s . 
Doc. XLIX •; 
This farman of F a r r u k h s i y a r i ssued in 1717 i s 
the f i r s t farman of a Mughal Emperor g r a n t i n g the 
Eng l i sh exemption from customs in Bengal, on the 
payment of Rs.3000 per annum as peshkash . I s sued in 
the t w i l i g h t of the Mughal Empire, t h i s farm'an has of ten 
been desc r ibed ' t h e Magna Car ta of the Engl ish t r a d e ' 
in Bengal; an op in ion t h a t tends t o ignore the f a c t 
t h a t in g r a n t i n g such an exemption F a r r u k h s i y a r was only 
1 . Sukumar B h a t t a c h a r y a , The E a s t Ind ia Company and the 
Economy of Bengal (1704-1740), p . 2 1 . 
x v i i i 
legt imising the s ta tus -quo . Owing to the absence of 
any e x p l i c i t s t i p u l a t i o n in the farnian tha t the 
exemption was intended only for the company's imports 
and expor ts , the English fac tors claimed that t h e i r 
p r iva te and inland trade was a l so duty-f ree ; a claim 
t h a t was met with s t i f f r e s i s t ance by the Mughal 
governors of Bengal. Furthermore, to add to the 
corafror-.t.-.ti.-,r. --ith the Mug ha 1 gcvsnicic , they also inoiigec 
in the l a rge -sca le sa le of t h e i r dastaks (permit-
c e r t i f i c a t e ) to the Indian merchants to enable them to 
pass t h e i r goods du ty- f ree . The confrontation between 
the English and the Bengal governors continued for 
about for ty years , u n t i l i t was to be resolved by the 
h i s t o r i c Bat t le of Plassey in 1757 with which began 
the t rans fe r of p o l i t i c a l power in to the hands of the 
English. In f a c t , implementation of the clauses of the 
farman as i n t e rp re t ed by the English was the major bone 
of contention r e s u l t i n g in the Bat t le of Plassey. 
TRANSLATIONS & PERSIAN TEXTS 
JjjJ' 
IK 
J (j^J^Xl (^^ [ e^v^ j/X^ JJS^. c) //bjr- f-^/c ib'Of^-
PRiNCE KHURRAM'3 N I S I I A N , 
ISSUED OlM 13Til DECr-KBiiR 1619 
Copy ( n a q l ) i s s u e d on t h e s e c o n d o f t h e i l a h i m o n t h 
o i D a i , 1 3 t h r e g n a l y e a r C i . e . , 1 3 t h Dece iober 1619 .^,D.~_[ , 2 
Be ic known CO x.h^ ofricers (mutasaddis j mcharge 
of the important affairs and matters at Surat, beinj encouraged, 
and hopeful of imperial favours and ocnevolence, tnat, whereas, 
the English have represented to His Highness Cshahjahan~i 
that the officers at the port of Surat are preventing them 
from purchasing commodi-cies that are exported from Hindustan 
to tne Arabian Peninsula, and from importing and selling 
coaimodities, like coral, that taey bring from the j-urabian 
peninsula to Hindustan. Thus, now the cargo of coral, which 
the English have brought from their country, has not oatjn 
allowi-d to be unloaded and sold. In the meantime, cne 
pcjcitiou oi merch.^ncs residing in Surat has ueen received 
1. B.M. Aad. 405 (Harl Roll 43, /., 4). 
2. This document, being without refereiice to the 
issuing authority and dated in regnal year, could not 
have been idenLiu-iea, but for a brief mention of this 
oruer in a letter by William Biddulph and John Willoaghby 
to the Company (EFI, 1618-21, pp. 176-77). 
that, the profits we \lthe local rncrch<ints] cV^riv trom 
trod^ ^n coiTunoditios oi. south-east i^sxa (zerbSd) and in 
indigo has been snatched from our h^nds by the English. Our 
livelihood depends solely upon the sale and purchase of 
commodities, particularly th.- coral, brought from the Arabian 
Peninsula to Hindustan. Whereas it has transpirea thcit, an 
this, the merchants at the said port are justified. His 
II";,2''"••"••• • => ^."^ O'^-l^^eu x.h~x., n c r c a r t ^ ^ r , tl'ii- iJin-,IjLoli i>}juulu not : 
buy and sell merchandise exported from Hindustan to the 
Arabian Peninsula and imported from the Arabian x-'eninsula 
to Hindustan- especially coral; they should deem the profits 
thereof to belong exclusively to the merchants resident in 
the imperia] ports. It is, therefore, incumbent thot the officer; 
at thi_ saicJ port should obtain from the chief of the English 
and their merchants, a wrjtten undertaking in this 
regard that hereafter, they would not engage in commoditie 
of iirobian Peninsula, such as coral, etc., and v;ould deal 
only in commodities tney had purchased in their own country 
or south-east i^ oia, VJhenever the chiefs of the Engl:sh and 
their principal merchants give a written undert-.king of 
th^s kind, it is requisite that ti ey Lthe officers'] at Surat 
should no longer i;revent them from s, lling the coral tuat they 
have already brought in at this time. Furtlier, the English 
have reprts.'nted that ever since th.- day they v/ere evicted from 
1 
the house of Arab Turbditi, they have not been provided 
adequately with proper accommodation. Thereupon, the 
world-commanding imperial order has been issued thot if the 
heirs of y^ rab Turbati agree to the English staying in those 
houses and the officers also think it prudent Ccopy 
apparently corrupt] / they should be allowed to reside there. 
Otherwise, a place which is spacious enough to fulfil their 
rpquir<=^ Tnents, and v.'hich they G:h- 3--;iciL officcroj regai.u at, 
proper, so that no disturbance may arise there from should be 
assigned to the English , Further, they tthe English] have 
represented to His Highness that at the time when they xinload 
their goods from the ships, they tthe mutasaddis] do not 
assess the customs-dues ('ushur) and keep the goods 
waiting , It is incumbent that whenever they unload anything 
from the ships, they • tthe mutasaddis'\ shoula, in the presence 
of the English, assess the dues the same day, and not practise 
delay, Th^should permit them to take on their ships any 
merchandise they wish to, and not impose delay or obstruction. 
The English were provided with a "dv;elling house 
with a terrace, upper rooms and v/arehouses" by Khwaja 
•Arab Turbati, in 1616, on lease for three years (l>etters 
Received, Vol. V, p. 74), After the expiry of the 
term of lease, the Mughal officials, presumably for 
security reasons, strictly forbade the heirs of 'Arab 
Turbati (.'Arab Turbati had died in the meantime^ from 
renewing the lease and ordered them to evict the English 
out of their house (EFI, 1618-21, p. 150), The 'English 
had now to accommodate themselves in three separate 
dwellings at some distance from one another, besides having 
to hire three other houses for warehouses and a set of 
stables. 
I t i s incuinbent t h a t ti>oy ^ the Sura t off ic .MsJ should, 
s t r i v i n g in excict conformity with LUS iiighness" o rae r , 
not dev io t e from whcit has been dec reed . Written on the 
d a t e inenLioned a t the t o p . 
f) \ 
^j\^j^x iii/i j>\}:^ hjji ^{JAO^^I^^ 
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II 
EMPRESS NUR JAHAN'S HUKM 
ISSUED ON 13TH JUNE 1627^ 
Copy of the exalted farman t? hukirj; issued under the 
seal of (Nur Jahan, Queen ofj Padsh'ah Qhazi Sitah 
~ - 2 
Jahangir , on 29th of the month of Ramazan~ul--in\ibarak, 
22nd regnal year (i.e., 13th June 1627 A.D.l . 
1. Bodleian Library, MS. Fraser 228, f.l8. 
2. The document is described as a farman of Emperor 
Jahangir. But from the internal evidence it is clear 
that this identification is not correct. It is 
properly the hutan of Empress Nur Jahan which the 
copyist mistook to be that of Jahangir, owing to an 
error of incomplete and defective decipherment of 
the seal, since, very often, the seals of Nur Jahan 
also carried the name of Jahangir (For the text of 
the seals of Nur Jahan, see S.A.I. Tirmizi, Edicts 
From the Mughal Harem /)Jt is on the basis of the ^p.17-5 
following evidences that I have identified it as a 
hukm of Begum Nur Jahan: (a) the order refers to the 
provenant as 'Uliya-i-aliya, a feminine appellation 
usually used for Mughal Empresses or princesses, 
(b) During the reign of Jahangir (It is clear from 
the superscription that this document belongs to the 
reign of Jahangir) this title seems to have been 
reserved for Nur Jahan. In fact, in all the eight 
orders of Nur Jahan that have been noticed by S.A.I. 
Tirmizi, she has been referred to with this appellation 
(Ibid. pp. 17 to 53). (c) Nur Jahan held jagirs in 
the parqanas lying in proximity to the Agra-Surat 
via Ajmer route (Tuzuk-i Jahanqirl, Eng. tr. Rogers 
and Beveridge, pp. 342, 380) referred to in the 
document as belonging to the provenant. 
Be it known - to the officers and administrators, 
present and to come, of the parganas from the capital city 
Akbarabad to the port of Surat, belonging to the j"aqirs 
of Her Highness' (*^ uliya~i-aliya) establishment - that, 
whereas, it has now been represented to Her Highness 
that the company of the English which brings merchandise 
from the east ^i.e., the regions of Bengal, Bihar and 
Orissa3 is exempted from paying transit-dues (zakat), etc. 
(at all places') except the part of Surat and Bhroach, 
by virtue of the farman , inviolable and exalted, which 
they hold in their possession. Now, therefore. Her 
Highness has issued the order (amr) that none may, at 
any place, obstmct or hinder the merchants of the afore-
said company on account of zakat, etc. Leave them (free 
and unobstructed) so that, with ease and comfort, they 
may bring the commodities they purchase from those 
regions. Let them (the officials^ , understanding the 
imperativeness of this order, not deviate therefrom. 
Written on the date as put above, in the said Qregnal"] 
year. 
1. Presumably, the reference is to Jahangir's order of 
1624 that the English were not to be obstructed for 
the road-tolls and other such cesses in any region 
of the Mughal empire once they had paid the usual 
cesses at Surat or Bhroach (Vide EFI, 1624-29, p.21). 
U^ATI O^I Cf/. ;^^ ^'/f6/^, ^ ^ J ^^ cf-^  ^ :^ 
J^ ' t jjyf'yj js^u^ Csy^{:)C^JJ3^i^jy\^ijlt^if-
i:)^jjt cu^. j y ^ i ^ ^ cJ i-*^ ^ -^ ^J^^A c/J J^ " 
JU>1 Ojlj^ ^fJ^^lj/ <J\ 3 JJSTJ C ^ U - ^ ^ / O^J'^J 
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SHAHJAHAN'S FARMAN, 
ISSUED IN DECEMBER 1 6 2 ? . •"• 
The e x a l t e d farman a d d r e s s e d t o t h e E n g l i s h Company. 
P r e s e n t l y , t h e e x a l t e d i m p e r i a l o r d e r h a s b e e n i s s u e d t h a t , 
w h e r e a s , t h e E n g l i s h Company r e s i d i n g a t t h e p o r t of S u r a t 
p r e s e n t e d i t s e l f f b e f o r e t h e Emperor 1 , k i s s e d t h e d u s t 
of h u m i l i t y w i t h r e v e r e n c e and s u p p l i c a t e d , t h r o u g h 
i m p e r i a l o f f i c i a l s , t h a t , ' w e , t h e w e l l - w i s h e r s of t h e 
e v e r l a s t i n g E m p i r e , r e s i d e i n t h e a f o r e s a i d p o r t and engage 
i n p u r c h a s e s and s a l e s [] t h e income from ]] w h i c h we spend 
on ou r n e c e s s i t i e s . We obey w h a t e v e r i s [ c o n s i d e r e d J 
m a n d a t o r y f o r s e r v i t u d e and good f a i t h ' . An e x a l t e d o r d e r 
h a s Tea r l i e r "} been i s s u e d t h a t t h e t r a n s i t - d u e s ( z a k a t ) 
h a v e been e x e m p t e d , f o r t h e p l e a d e r s , on t h e s h i p s which 
t h i s company of w e l l - w i s h e r i n g r e s s and e g r e s s a t t h e 
2 
p o r t of S w a l l y , and on t h e c o m m o d i t i e s coming t o S u r a t 
from S w a l l y and t o Swa l ly from S u r a t ; [_furthermore^ t h e y 
[^the Mughal O f f i c i a l s " ! s h o u l d l?eep t h i s company c o n t e n t e d , 
3 
The o f f i c e r s of t h e p a r q a n a of O l p a r s h o u l d n o t d e t a i n 
1 . B i b l i o t h e q u e N a t i o n a l e , Supp. Persan 482, f . 8 9 . 
2 . Swal ly (21+, 72+) was an impor t an t p o r t in G u j a r a t . 
I t sbrved as the ou te r p o r t of S u r a t in the 17th 
c e n t u r y ( i r f a n Habib, A t l a s of the Mughal Empire, 
7B, 2 5 ) . 
3 . Olpar (21+, 72+) i s a parqana in the s a r k a r of Bhroach, 
in G u j a r a t ( I b i d , 7A, i22) . 
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these people on t h i s account. The mutasaddls of the 
mentioned parqana should provide them with c a r t s on h i re 
for bringing in and carrying out merchandise, provisions 
and water. Thus, from the olden days t i l l t h i s day th i s 
has remained fixed and e s t ab l i shed . Accordingly». the 
exa l ted , f e l i c i t o u s and compassionate farman has been 
issued t h a t the hukkam a n d ^ m i l s of the po r t of Surat 
s^'ovl'"!, In congr'_i=,nc;e '.vith tl-.e p e t i t i o n of t h i s company 
which has in i t s possession the hasb-ul-hukm, not 
consider themselves absolved of the [duty of the^ 
implementation and continuat ion of the exa l ted order . 
The rahdars of Burhanpur and Ahmadabad and of every place 
where they go, should not take anything them on the 
p r e t ex t of r 'ahdari and chowkldari. The representa t ion 
has a lso reached the exalted cour t t h a t they have la id 
1 down a garden in Nohpura which is spread to two 
bighas; (^they des i re that) another three bigh'as may be 
granted to them, so tha t in t o t a l i t y i t would spread to 
f ive bighas. On th i s prayer two bighas of land, in a l l 
f ive bighas, have been granted to them in the qasba as 
irfam to lay down the garden on the condit ion t h a t they 
1. Nohpura i s probably derived from Noh (2 7+, 77+) 
which i s located half-way on the Delhi-Agra rou te , 
c lose to the r i v e r Jamuna ( i b i d . , 8A). 
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would not bui ld any s t ruc tu r e []in t h a t place] . I t i s 
indumbent t h a t they fthe Mughal off icials ' ] should f ix 
three biqhas in the said mah'aj,« demarcate i t and give 
in into t h e i r possession. In these mat te r s , they should 
not seek the renewal of the farman and parwana. They 
should take cognizance of t h e i r d u t i e s ; any v io l a t ion 
or deviat ion from the order i s not permissable. Written 
in the month of Rabi 'us-sani^ 1038 A.H. fi.e.^December 
1627 A.D.3 . 

^^^^ ^_A 
^jy^^yj-Ji c>i:^jy^oiS'i)i o^j^^/U^Ji 
^ • r 
jii^js^ LT^J^t' ^ ^ / " ^ . r ^ ^ ^ i ^ * / J C^^ O!JJI[ Cartwright J 
4' * • •* ^ ^ 
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IV 
NAWAB MU'TAQAD iOiAN'S PARWANA, 
ISSUED ON 5TH MAY 16337 
Copy of the parwana under t h e s e a l \. s^ of Nawab Mtftaqad 
• • 2 - 3 
Wian and Aqa Muhammad ^ a n , I s s u e d on the 25th of the 
month o f A r d l b l h l s h t , 6 t h r e g n a l y e a r \ | , i , e . , i t h May 
1633 A.iJ,3 » t h a t : 
It has been ordered that« whereas, the Honorable English 
Captain, 'Mister Cartwright, by way of devotion and 
sincerity, presented himself before His Highness and 
paid his respects. He pleaded for a wooden house in the 
port, which would enable him to settle here in connection 
with the ingress and egress of the ships of the English, to 
and from the province of Orissa ; for purchase and sale of 
goods and merchandise that they bring from the English side, 
south-east Asia (Zerbad), Masulipattam and the ports on the 
coast of Orissa , and carry from here, thereto, and for 
safely storing the said goods in the place of resort where 
they conduct sale and purchase. He has also petitioned for 
1 . B.M.Add. 24039, f . l . 
2 . Miitagad Khan was the governor o f O r i s s a from 1632 
t o 1640 ( l -ahorl , Badsh"Sh N5ma, V o l , I , p . 4 3 0 ; I b i d , V o l . I I , 
p . 1 8 3 ) and then aga in from 1645 t o 1649 ( I b i d , V o l . 1 1 , 
p . 4 7 3 , Waris , Badshah Nam a, f . 4 6 , b ) . 
3 . Muhammad Zaman was the deputy of Shah Shuja i n O r i s s a 
from 1642 t o 1645 (Lahorl,Il&^.. Pe283; I b i d , I I , p . 4 7 3 ) . 
S i n c e the parwana i s d a t e d 6 t h R.Y. (1633 A . D , ) , i t appears 
t h a t i t was o r i g i n a l l y g r a n t e d by Mu'taiiad Wian and 
confirmed by Aqa Muhammad Zaman a t a l a t t e r d a t e . 
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grant of a 'promise and assurance' ( >ahd-o-qaul) tha t 
nobody would obstruct or in t e r f e re with them on account 
of the customs-dues (zakat)« a t the time of a r r iva l and 
departure of t h e i r s h i p s . Upon the s o l i c i t a t i o n of the 
sa id 'Mi s t e r ' , with a view to the prosper i ty of the 
inhabi tants of the por ts of the suba and h i s LOartwright 's i 
well-being* i t has been decided tha t whatever number of 
English ships comes to the ports of t h i s suba, should be 
deemed exempted front a l l exactions (hubub'at), and tha t 
none should obstruct them on account of the zakat, e t c . 
The goods t h a t are Imported, they are free to s e l l , and 
whatever r^tiains unsold, they can carry away to any 
des t ina t ion they l i ke ; and from th i s s ide too, whatever 
they have purchased, tbey can dispatch on the said sh ips , 
without anyone obs t ruc t ing . As for the s o l i c i t a t i o n he has 
made in respect of buying and repa i r of sh ips ; a f te r they 
[ttie English^ have made payments to the merchants, workers 
and master sh ip-bui lders , they should hand over the ships 
to the English ; fur ther , i t has been adjudged tha t the 
payment should be made in accordance with the set t lement 
(garar dad) agreed upon with t ha t company and none should 
favour anybody. With regard to the wooden house required 
for s t o r ing goods, i t has been s e t t l e d they they can 
bui ld a wooden house su i t ab le for s to r ing goods, on the 
19 
condition t h a t i t should not have a compound. The 
required path of conduct of the o f f i c i a l , present 
and future, agents of the l aq l rdars , the fahdars, quzarllans 
chowkidars, zamindars, choudhris and qanunqos of the whole 
of Orissa t t h a t deeming the above to have been ordered as 
s e t t l e d , they should endeavour earnes t ly to t r e a t th i s 
company well and keep them well contenjted, in the manner 
decided upon above, and not deviate therefrom and obstruct 
them anywhere on account of the levy of zakat . They should 
have nothing to do with t h e i r mutual d i spu tes , nor should they 
inves t iga te them, since they sha l l s e t t l e these disputes 
among themselves. Whenever they \jthe English^ wish to 
return to t h e i r country, nobody should s top or detain them. 
The aforesaid 'Mister* should, on his pa r t , engage himself, 
free of anxiety, in bringing English sh ips , and should so 
arrange t h a t every passing day the ingress and egress of the 
said ships increases ^Lit .doubles ' ] , and th i s becomes the 
ground for greater confidence and re l iance on him. He should 
leave no room for lapse in bringing presen ts , g i f t s and 
r a r i t i e s from England, Europe, south-east Asia and 
Masulipattam for, in t h i s matter , he would be amply 
1. William Bruton's t r ans l a t i on imits t h i s r e s t r i c t i o n 
on compound (Wilson, Early Annals,Vol.I^ p .11) . 
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rewarded. Every kind of good service tha t comes from the 
said 'Mister* in bringing these g i f t s and r a r i t i e s , 
good re turns w i l l accrue to him therefrom and wi l l become 
the cause of h i s greater honour and esteem. Let them 
[the Mughal of f ic ia ls3 consider absolute ins i s tence on 
abedience to these orders as e s s e n t i a l , and put in to e f f e c t 
whatever has been wr i t ten above. 
1, Bruton says t ha t the Nawab also added a further 
concession of ' t he free leave of coining moneys' 
on the parwana, a t the time ot pu t t ing h is sea l on 
i t ( Ib id . , Vol ,I , p .12) , However, the t r ansc r ip t of 
the document avai lable to us does not carry th i s 
alleged addit ional favour. The v a l i d i t y of Bruton's 
statement, therefore , remains suspect . 
. J^b J^idi^J^oC; J^'ij c^JJ3 k>: 1,/Xt UJij j^ij e) ir/ 
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V 
YADASHT OF SHAHJAHAN'S FARMAN, 
ISSUED ON 22ND SEPTEMBER 1637.''" 
The text of the memorandxiin (Yadasht) recorded on the 
21st of Shahrlwar-l-Ilahl, 10th (regnal) year tallying 
with day of Tuesday, coinciding with the 2nd Jamada'-ul-
avwal, 1047 A.H. (i.e,^22nd September, 1637 A.D.), 
curing the tenure of \.appellations deleted} Mukarram-
ut-Khan and the term of the waqia-nawis, the hunible 
servant of the court, 'Inayatullah, that: 
The representation has reached the majestic and 
sacred* ^ Emperor Shahjahan") that the English Company pay 
the customs-dues (^ Ushur) at the ports of Surat and 
Bhroach, at the time of their arrival and departure, 
in accordance with the imperial regulations; they have 
in possession the exalted and felicitous farman that at 
all tpther) places, on their baggage and merchandise, 
they (the Mughal officials^ should not demand or expect 
any other cesses from them. (Despite the farman"! rupees, 
etc. coming from the east are obstructed and the cesses 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f.2(b). 
2. Appointed Waqi'a nawis in 1631 (Lahori I, p.369). 
2^ 
(Ikhrajat) taken from the other merchants are extorted 
from them. The world-commanding order (hukro) has Cthus} 
been issued that their goods coming from any direction 
or going out to any region for purchase and sale, within 
the imperial domain, should not be obstructed by the 
officers of Mumtazabad , etc., on account of the zakat, 
khiraj, etc; it has also been ordered that they [the 
Mughal officials} sh-^ -uid let pass the goodi -.jf. L::li 
company on the ghat of Mumtazabad, river Jamuna, etc.* 
on the other ghats and ferries (^ also), provide them 
passage. 
(Marginal notes recorded by the copyist} : 
Verified that this has been written in accordance 
with the yadasht. The text in the handwriting of 
[appellations deleted} Khan-i Khanan Sipahsalar (^af Khan]) 
(enjoins") that (_appellations deleted]] Mukarram-ut-
Khan should register it in ^the office of}, the waqi'a. 
The text in the hand of ^appellations deleted) 
Mukarram-ut-Khan \jsays3 that it has been registered. 
The other text (in the document} is that the officers of 
2 
1. Mumtazabad was a big marketing complex with shops, 
sarais and houses, existing towards the south of the 
Taj Mahal, in Agra. The revenues accruing to the 
imperial exchequer from the market came to aroimd 
Rs. 3 lakhs annually (Lahori, II, p.330; Salih, 
'Amal-i-Salih, II, p.294). The English found it to 
be an important centre for the purchase of indigo 
and calicoes (EFI 1618-21, pp.46, 57; Ibid, 1646-50, 
p.220; Ibid.,1651-54, pp.3, 122; Ibid, 1655-60, p.70) 
2. Wakil of the empire from 1627 (Qazwini, Badshahnltma, 
131, b) to 1640 (Lahori, II, pp.257-8), 
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Miuntazabad, etc., should not detain Cthe English]. 
The text in the hand of the waqia'^ navfis is in conformity 
with the official newsletter (wagia) . Itie text in the 
hand of ^appellations deleted} Jumdat-ul-Mulk 
^Afzal Khan^ (says^ that ^he English} have represented 
again. The text in the hand of Iqbal panah (kukarram-ut-
Khan"^  Ks^ V^ D that ^he docximent^  was received on the 18th 
of the ilahi month of Dai^ , 10th regnal year fi-e.. 29th 
December 1637 A.D.^. The text in the hand of 
([^ appellations deleted) Afzal Khan ^njoins] that the 
exalted farman be put in writing. 
1. He was the diwan-i-kul from 1629 to 1639 (Lahori, 
I, p.257; Ibid, II, p.718). 
t^^jPlJZi/\^^^\}y ^^^^^-.-rO^^j J ^ ^ / . / ^ ^ / ^ j - / 
t -^ .U"^^^\b ij1ji o/j o/^ ^.^s/f,J^^ ^^^^ 
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VI 
SHAHJiiHAN' S FARMAN^ 
ISSUED ON 22ND OCTOBER 1637 
Copy of the farman under the seal of His Majesty [shahjahanl; 
written on the 29th of the month of Mihr, 5th ^? 10th"] regnal 
year, coinciding with the 2nd of Jamada'-ul-akhir, 1047 A.H, 
fi.e., 22nd sJctoDcx loi? A.Djj , rhai:: 
Be it known to the honourable hukkam, j agirdars/ faujdars^ 
karotis/ r'ahdars and guzarbans of the regions sorrounding the 
imperial deimain and of the assigned (galami) and khalisa 
(khasa) territories, hopeful of imperial favours, that, whereas, 
the English Company has represented to His Majesty Cshahjahan"} 
that they pay the customs~dues ('ushur)> etc. at the ports of 
Surat and Bhroach in accordance with the regulations (zabita ) 
on the merchandise they bring to Hindustan; alongwith it, at 
certain other places they are obstructed on account of the road-
tolls (zakat), etc. Accordingly, the order (hukm) has been 
issued that except for the customs-dues, etc., t-. be realised 
at the ports of Surat and Bhroach, no other cesses including 
the zakat, etc, should be demanded or realised from them by 
anybody, at any place, so that they may sell their merchandise 
at any place they so desire and may purchase goods at any 
place they so vish. Do not "violate the order| issued on the 
date mentioned at the top. 
1. B.M. .Sloane 409 (A), ff. 12-13. 
^p^o^v^^^ 
^rv-j-. r - - . . 
ditA^d^/ 
^ . 
^ * * ** * • 
^t^^t-1>V^J 4;/^J ^ 0>C// ^^Iv/ ( j U / J u^U-//J/(^ 




ISSUED ON 13TH NOVEMBER 1637 
Copy of the exalted farman of Hazrat Firdaus Ashyani 
\_i.e., Shahjahan3 ; issued on 24th of the month of 
Jamada-us-sani/ 1047 A.H,, 11th regnal year {.i.e., 13th 
NovehtL--^  1637 A.D.j , that: 
Whereas a representation has reached the august 
court that the company of the English, at present, on leaving 
and entering the ports of Surat and Bhroach has been paying 
with 
the customs-duty ('ushur) in accordance.the imperial 
regulations. An exalted and felicitous farman was issued 
earlier^ that at no place should anyone levy any other cesses 
2 
on their baggage and merchandise. They are an possession 
of that farman. At present, despite the aforesaid farman 
3 the chief officers of Mumtazabad, located in the capital 
city, Akbarabad, are detaining the baggage and merchandise 
which that company brings in and carries out from the regions 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f. 2. 
2. Vide Doc. V and VI. 
3. Vide supra, p. 24 
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of the east; they demand from them, the cesses (ikhrajat) 
they realise from other merchants. The world commanding order 
(hukm) has now been issued that the chief officers of 
Mumtazabad, etc, should not detain their goods coming 
from any place in the imperial territory, and going out to 
wherever, for purchase and sale, on account of the levy of 
zakat, kharj, etc., in conformity with what is stated at 
the back (zimn)• Similarly, it has been decreed that the 
# 
merchandise of that company should be permitted to pass 
through the gh'at of Mumtazabad, and other ghats and ferries 
on the river Jamiina, etc. It is incumbent u|>on the 
authorities to act accordingly; they should not violate or 
deviate from the order. 
^r^^J>i:)^J^-^,b Ji:)UjJ^3 ^^Ljjj^j^Uhjtj ^\<^ • 
^ i Gabriel Boughton 3 ^**^t <//:^ e^  L ^ O ^ * Lt Cjr^jA 
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V I I I 
PRINCE SHAH SHUJA'S NISHAN, 
ISSUED m DECEMBER 1649. 
Copy of t h e e x a l t e d n l s h a n of t h e P r i n c e of t h e wor ld 
and mank ind . S u l t a n S h u j a ; i s s u e d i n t h e i j a h i month 
•_•£ D^.i, 22nd i-egnal --^^ c o i n c i d i n g w i t h ICI-? ~ . ' ^ [ ; . . ^ = .-
December 1649 A.D.I . 
Be i t known- t o t h e hukkam# j a q i r d a r s , ka roa r i s , 
q u z a r b a n s ^ r a d a r s and d i l i g e n t o f f i c e r s g u a r d i n g t h e 
i m p e r i a l h i g h w a y s , from t h e h e a d q u a r t e r s of t h e P r i n c e 
t o t h e c a p i t a l c i t y o f Akbarabad and t h e p o r t of Surafc— 
3 ~ 
t h a t C a p t a i n G a b r i e l Boughton, t h e E n g l i s h s u r g e o n (hakim) 
i s g o i n g i n t h o s e d i r e c t i o n s f o r b u y i n g m e r c h a n d i s e f o r t h e 
P r i n c e . I t i s incumbent t h a t , k e e p i n g i n f o r m e d of t h e i r 
^ a b r i e l Boughton and h i s p a r t y ^ a r r i v a l and d e p a r t u r e , 
t h e y ][_the Mughal o f f i c i a l s } s h o u l d , by p r o v i d i n g e s c o r t 
1 . B.M.Add. 24039, f . 3 
2 . Sh"ah Shuja '^had a l o n g t e n u r e as t h e g o v e r n o r of Benga l , 
from 1638-39 t o 1657-58 ( L a h o r i , I I , p . l 3 8 , S a l i h , . ' -'^', 
' A m a l - i - S a l i h , p . 4 4 6 ) , e x c e p t f o r a b r i e f " i n t e r r e g n u m 
i n 1646-47 (War i s , j . 2 5 ( b ) , L a h o r i , V o l . 1 1 , p . 5 8 0 ) . 
3 . Vide I n t r o d u c t i o n , pp.)<'^ 
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to accompany them, convey them safely through dangerous 
s t re tches within the l imi t s or t e r r i t o r i e s under t h e i r 
j u r i s d i c t i o n , and should not obstruct or harass them 
on account of the t rans i t -dues (zaka t ) . They should so 
arrange t h a t he bejnot delayed a t any s tage , and reaches 
h is des t ina t ion a t the e a r l i e s t . In t h i s matter , absolute 
emphasis and imperativeness should be considered essen t i a l 
and obligatory,Do not v io la t e or deviate from the order. 
35 
t[fu\^ •• 
n ^^ ^ 
Jr'l'^ /i^ /. .-.J/^«X/, r ^ - j l ^ 
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IX 
PRINCE SHAH SHUJA'E NISHAN^ 
ISSUED ON DECEMBER 16491 
Copy of the exalted nishan of the prince of the world 
and mankind Sultan Shuja^ ; issued in the ilahi month of 
a^i# 22nd regnal year, corresponding with 1059 A.H. 
[^ i.e,, December 1649 A.D.] , that j 
Be it known — to the hukkiuiu jagl.rdars, karoris, 
guzarbans, rahdars and diligent officers guarding the 
iitperial highways, from the headquarters of the Prince to 
^ A C ^ 
the ports of Shahabad, Pegu , Tenasserim / Kharepatan 
7 8 
and Negapatam —• that Captcd.n Gabriel Boughton , the 
English surgeon^is going in those directions for buying 
merchandise for the Prince, It is incumbent that* keeping 
informed of their CGat>i^ iel Boughton and his team"} arrival 
and departure, they t the Mughal Officials 3 should, by 
1. B.M.Add, 24039 f.4. 
2. Governor of Bengal (vide infra p» 32 )• 
3. Located close to Delhi, to the aorth of it (Vide 
Irfan Habib, An. Atlas of the Mughal Empire, 4A) . 
4. Situated in the present day Burma (Ibid., 13 A) • 
5. Located in the extreme south of Burma on the shores 
of the Andaman Sea (philips* International Atlas,p.55) 
6. An important port on the eastern coast of India 
(irfan Habib, Op.Cit..l4A> 14BX. 
7. A port on the Coromondal Coast (Ibid., 16 B) 
8. See Introduction, ^ p, Ki • 
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providing escort to acconpany them, convey them safely 
though dangerous stretches within the limits or 
territories under their jurisdiction, and should not 
obstruct or harass them on account of cesses (zakat). 
They should so arrange that he be not delayed at any 
stage, and reaches his destination at the earliest. In 
this matter, absolute edftphasis and inperativeness sbQuld 
be considered essential and obligatory, do not violate or 
deviate from the order. 
^•'™"^"'"'"'-'''TiifniirTriirriT'"--'-^''^ir - i . ...,-
hJ^^^ iS^iV^iJi o^/^j^^i ^ jji;^\^ j^/'h^f 
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SHAHJAHAN'S FARMAN, 
ISSUED ON 21ST AUGUST 1650 
Copy of the exalted farroan of His Majesty Zill-i-subhani 
Sahibqiran-i-sani ^Emperor Shahjahan^ ; issued on the 23rd 
of the months of Sha'ban-ul-mu'azzam^ 24th regnal year, 
coinciding vith 1Q6C A.H. '[i.e., 2l3t &vq"-'+- i<=^ n^ A,D^ .^ 
Be it known- to the jagirdars, faujdarS/ hukkam, 
« 
' amils and zamindars of the mah"als lying on the route from 
the capital city of Akbarabad to Bengal, and from the said 
capital to Sxirat, via Burhanpur and Ahmadabad, hopeful of 
3 
imperial favours- that, whereas, we had ordained earlier 
that the customs-dues ('ushur) should be collected from the 
English at the ports of Surat, Bhroach and Lahiribandar, in 
accordance with the regulations; and except for that ttax^ 
at any place, nobody, whether the zamindars- who have the 
duty of providing escort watch and ward, vigilance and 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f. 5. 
"^is was, perhaps, the most important of a series of farm ins 
that the English factor, Richard Davidge, succeeded in 
obtaining from the Emperor, for the Company (EFI, 1646-50, 
p.320). 
2. ZU Malik has, by some error, placed the date of the 
issuance of this order as 30th August 1648 (PIHC,1969,p.253) 
3. Vide Docs. V, VI, and VII. 
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protection on the imperial highways/ and in lieu of these 
services take a customary amount- or anyone else, should 
expect anything , Accordingly, the ^present^ world-
commanding order has been issued that, striving for 
the perpetuation and permanence of this order, they tthe 
Mughal officials3 should not demand anything from them t,the 
English] , and should provide safe passage to them in their 
respective territories. In case, a theft occurs in any 
niahSil, the jagirdar of that place should put in his entire 
efforts and endeavours in recovering the stolen goods; he 
should ensure the satisfaction of the English. They t-the 
ofticialsj should consider this emphatic and imperative*they 
should be fully vigilant in carrying out this order and 
consider it part of their duty. 
H 
ti^i:)^ 
n-.._ •_. A 
I, at 
^ l * L^^y jj^y^j jj^->i*j/^L^ ir^/;> J^^ 
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XI 
PRINCE SHAH SHUJA'S NlgHflN, 
ISSUED ON 23RD AUGUST 1651.^ 
Copy of the exalted nishan of the Prince of the world and 
mankind. Sultan Shuja; issued on the 6th of the month of 
Ramazan~ul~mubarak, 1061 A.H,, corresponding to 25th regnal 
year |jL.e., 23rd August 1651 A.D,]] , that : 
Be it k](iown to the Chief Officers, jagirdars, karoris, 
zamindars at the port of Balesar and other ports in the 
province of Orissa,^  and the fahdars and guzarbans of the 
imperial highways in the said province, hopeful of royal 
favour , that, whereas, it has now been represented to the 
His Ixominiscent and sacred Highness Csh~ah Shuj£^ "] that the 
customs-dues (hasil) on the merchandise of the English 
2 Company are exenpted by virtue of the inperial farman. 
Despite the transcendentt inperial order , the mutasaddis 
of the port of Balesar obstruct its agents on account of 
the customs-dues, obstruct their sale and purchase and 
1. B. M. Add. 24039, f.6. 
2. Vide Introduction, pp.;<^ \_ )<,\\ 
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hinder them on routes and transits. Thus, the order (anvf) 
\^^ app5Bllations deleted! makes it incumbent that the 
officers of the mentioned port and other ports in the said 
province, should consider the h'asil on its tthe Conpany'sl 
goods as exempted and written-off. They should not demand 
any levies under any denomination and usage, and should not 
impede its agents in their trade activities and stolfage 
of commodities , They should not obstruct them tthe Conpany'dfi 
agents an routes and transits on account of the road-tolls 
(zakat) and other illegal cesses (hububat), and should let 
pass its goods, and not keep them in abeyance. In all matters, 
they should provide help and assistance to its agents so that, 
with ease and comfort, they may indulge in trade and commerce, 
and achieve prosperity. Consider this as an enphatic order; 
act in accordance with what has been decreed by the exalted 
order. Issued on the date mentioned on the top. 
f «l 
i:)^3iji^y JJSo^/^/^ S\l ojyXiy^'^U'^j ^ ^ 
M5 
&t^C)li2> 
J . ^ r ^ /-H! 
^^ 
C 5 t / l > r ^ ^ ^ ^ / f / : 'Thomas B i l l i d ^ l J ^cT^l-llj^^J 
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XII 
SliAH SHUJi^'S NISHAN, -
ISSUiiD ON 16Tii APRIL 1656 
Copy of the exalted nishan of the Prince of the world 
and mankind. Sultan Shuja'; issued on the 21st of the 
month of Jamada'-us-sani, 1066 A,H., corresponding to 29th 
of the month of farwardin, 28th regnal year ti»e./ 16th 
April 1656 A.D.] , that: 
Be it known- to the chief officers, officers 
entrusted with the affairs of the state, jaqirdars, karoris, 
zamindars, rahdars, quzarbans, chowkid'ars and mustehfiz'an, 
4 
present and to come, of the imperial highways, from the city 
of Akbarnagar \_i,e., Rajmahal^ to the limits of the provinces 
of Bengal and Orissa, and the ports of the said provinces, 
hopeful of royal favovirs that, whereas the English Thomas 
2 
Billidge, has petitioned through the threshold of His 
lustrous Highness to the Prince that the customs-dues 
(hasil) on the merchandise of the English are exempted and 
written-off in all provinces of the empire, by virtue of the 
transcendent imperial order. Despite the imperial order , 
they [_ the Mughal officials^ / oftimes, at certain places, 
seek to open the baggages of the said English, so as to make 
1. B.F. Add. 24039, f. 7. 
2. See EFI, 1655-60, pp. 49, 109-11. 
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coercive purchases; prevent the purchase and sale o± the 
said goods to the mahajans, realise rupees 4 on every 100 
\^yo\ from the agents of the English, and insist on the 
realisation of tte duty on anchorage (haq-i-langar). Thus, 
the order, Appellations deleted"! , makes it incumbent 
that they tthe officials] should act in accordance with the 
world-comrnanding order (hukm), They should not impede the 
duty on anchorage and other cesses (ikhrajat)/ and should not 
open the baggages of the English either on roads or on 
transits, or purchase anything from them by coercion, '-^ ey 
should recognise that the customs on its \[,the Company•s'3 
baggage and merchandise, in view of the transcendent farman, 
is exempted and written-off. For no reason, shoula they 
obstruct its agents in the export and import of the said 
merchandise, and should allow tiiem passage so that they may, 
without anxiety, purchase and sell the baggage and 
merchandise they bring from and carry to the ports and 
their sorrounding regions with the mahajans and whomsoever 
they wish, with their free will, vVherever its agents have 
factories \lwherefrom ^  they sell their goods, they ^the 
Mughal officials] should help and assist them in their 
financial dealings. From anyone, amongst the merchants or 
weavers, against whom they ^ the English '^  have financial 
claims, should be paid bcick to the English in accordance with 
their legitimate claims; in this, nobody should be shown any 
47 
favour or concesfJion, They ^ the Mughal officialsj should 
so arrange that nobody oppresses or imposes unauthorised 
cesses on their agents. It is incumbent on the otficjcils 
to act in concurrence with transcendent farm'an and felicitous 
nishan» Considering all imperativeness as obligatory, they 
should not violate or deviate from the order. 
1. The translation of this order reproduced in the Streynsham 
Master's Diary is fairly faithful except for one major 
addition, nowhere found in the text, that, 'wherever they 
have order to build factories or v/arehouses in any part of 
these kingdoms, that they be not hindered but forwarded.' 
(Cf. Stewart, History of Bengal, pp. 574-75), 
\ n \ 
e)/^  LA-. o^J^f lyJ^/*iCj l^jJjii J J/ ^j^jj (; /y^^oiJl 
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X I I I 
MIRZA MUHAMMAD HAYAT'S PARWANA, 
ISSUED ON 15TH NOVEMBER 1658 . 
Copy of t h e pa rwana u n d e r t h e s e a l of Kawab \ _ a p p e l l a t i o n s 
2 
d e l e t e d ^ Mirza Muhammad H a y a t J i o ; i s s u e d on t h e I 8 t h of 
t h e month of S a f a r u ' 1 -Muzzafa r , 1069 A. H. [ [ i . e . ^ 15 t h 
November 1658 A.D."] . I t h a s been r e s o l v e d t h a t : 
Be i t known - t o t h e c h i e f o f f i c e r s , t h e a g e n t s of 
j i g i r d i r s , z a m i n d a r s , q u z a r b a n s , r a h d a r s and m u s t e h f i z ' an , 
p r e s e n t and t o come, of t he i m p e r i a l h ighways i n t h e e n t i r e 
p r o v i n c e of O r i s s a - t h a t , w h e r e a s , t h e c u s t o m s - d u e s 
( h ' a s i l ) on t h e i m p o r t s ( a s b a b - i - 1 a h a z a t ) and o t h e r 
m e r c h a n d i s e t h a t t he H o n o u r a b l e E n g l i s h Company b r i n g s 
t o t h e p o r t s i n t h e s a i d p r o v i n c e , have been exempted and 
w r i t t e n - o f f , by v i r t u e of t h e e x a l t e d , f e l i c i t o u s and 
— 3 
compassionate nishan. It is, thus, decreed that nobody 
should obstruct the ships of the aforesaid English and 
their merchandise, which arrive at all ports in the 
mentioned province [[orissa"] , on account of the customs-
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f.lO. 
2. Mirza Muhammad Hayat was appo in t ed the deputy subedar 
of o r i s s a in 1650-51 and c o n t i n u e d on t h i s p o s t u n t i l 
1653-54 (Cf. M. Athar A l i , The Apparatus of Empire, 
pp. 260, 2 8 2 ) . I have n o t been ab le to l o c a t e h i s __ 
d e s i g n a t i o n a t the time of the i ssuance of t h e i r parwa'na. 
presumably, he was r e a p p o i n t e d to the same p o s t , 
perhaps by Shah Shuja who was, a t t h i s t i m e , engaged 
in the war of s u c c e s s i o n . 
3 . Vide Docs. XI and XI I . 
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duty on goods, the enchorage-dues, and other cesses 
which have been exempted by the exal ted nlshan. Provide 
them passage so tha t they may s e l l t he i r merchandise, 
f ree of anxie ty . If a t a po r t , where the i r ships a r r i v e , 
t h e i r cargo i s not sold out , they are free to carry i t to 
wherever they want; in t h i s a l s o , they should not be 
obstructed. Act in accordance with the exa l t ed , compa-
ss ionate and f e l i c i t o u s nishan. Consider t h i s as an abso lu te l \ 
imperative order . Issued on the date as mentioned a t the 
top, in the i l a h i month of Mihr, 3rd |^ ?} regnal year. 
[]Note by the copy is t ] t 
On the margin (hashiya) , in place of the sea l and 
s igna ture , there i s a t e x t t h a t , since the sanad of 
Wizarat-O-Iqbal panah, R i ' aya t Khan, is in i t s j^the 
Company's] possession, []the Mughal of f ic ia l s^ should, 
in congruance with i t s t e x t , and on account of i t , 
provide them £the English] safe passage. 
•^^Ly^W-^^^cf-^^^ ^}r'''^/^^^^(^/r^^'^-' 
/ 
t^^^' f Jonathan Trevisa Jhy^j^i^^J^ X u ^ 
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XIV 
MIR JUMLA'S PARVVANA, 
ISSUED ON 19TH FEBRUARY 1660 
— 2 Copy of the parwana under the seal of Mu' azam IQian; 
issued on the 7th of Jamada'-us-sani^ 1st regnal year 
[i.e., 19th February 1660 A.D.} , The text: 
Be it known- to the chief officers, n-Ff-i nor-c 
entrusted with the affairs of the state, jagirdars, faujdars^ 
zamindars and mustehf iz'an, present and to come, of the 
imperial highways from Akbarnagar to the limits or the 
provinces of Bengal and Orissa- that, presently, Jonathan 
3 
Trevisa, the agent of the English, has represented that 
the cesses (hasil) on the baggage and merchandise that the 
English Company purchases and sells in these provinces, are 
exempted by virtue of the exalted farman of His Majesty 
[shahjahan^ . Thus, it has been decreed that, in this matter, 
they Cthe Mughal officials J should act in conformity with the 
aforesaid exalted farman. They should, on no account, desire 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f. 8. 
2. Mir Muhammad S'aid Mir Jumla, given the title of Mu'azam 
lOian in 1655-56 (Waris, Badshahnama, 240, b) was the 
governor of Bengal_from_1659-60 till his death in 1663 
(Muhammad Kazim, 'Alamqlrnama, pp. 483, 812; Saqi 
Musta'id Khan, Ma'asir-i-'Alamglri, pp. 32, 44). 
3« He was the chief of the Bengal Agency from 1658 
to 1662 (EFI, 1655-60, p. 189; Ibido, 1661-64, p. 160;. 
::>i> 
or expect anything from them the English , and should act 
in accordance with the exalted farman. This should be 
considered imperative, and recognised as their official 
obligation. 
^Marginal notes] : 
Obey the exalted farman. Act in conformity with 
^Seal^ : 
Rai Bahkutedas, the diwan — ^undecipherable] 
1. He is also referred to in Shihabuddin Talish's 






IHTISHAM KHAN'S PAR^VANA, . 
ISSUED on 12TH JULY 1661 
Copy of the parwana under the seal of Nawab Ihtisham Khan/ 
nazim of Orissa; issued on the 15th of the month of 
Zi'l-qa'da^ 1071 A.H,, coinciding with the 5th regnal year 
T-! ^ 104-I-, Tiil^, -l^<-1 » r\~1 
w -« 
Be it known to the chief officers, officers 
entrusted v/ith the affairs of the state, the agents of 
laqirdars, the faujdars, karoris, zamindars, chuwkidars and 
mustehfiz'an, present and to come, of the imperial highways 
in the entire province of Orissa that, whereas, by virtue 
of the exalted farm an of Sahibqiran-i-sani \^Shahjahan"], 
the nishan of [ShahQ Shuja*', the sanads of the former governors 
(hukkam; -and the parwana of His Highness, Nawab Mustatab 
Mu'all-ul-alcfab Muraalik Madtxr \_Mir Jumla^ the customs-dues 
1. BoM. Add. 24039, f. 11. 
2. Vide Doc . XlgjXII, 
3. Vide Doc . XIV. 
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(hasil) on the imports ^Lit, goods brought on ships^ -and 
on the merchandise that the Honourable English East India 
Company brin js from its ov/n country to the ports of the said 
province ^Orissa^, that it carries ^rom the precincts of the 
said province and that it purchases and sells \_in the province 
of Orissal , is exempted and written-off, alonjwith the duty 
on anchorage and other cesses (ikhrajat). Even now, as 
;_'^t;v x'w'Uii^ ' 
incumbent that, on account of this, it be resolved that they 
l|.the Mughal officials3 shall not detain the merchandise that 
it [the Company^ brings from the ports of south-east Asia, 
that it carries from the precincts of the province of Orissa, 
and that it purchases and sells ^in Orissa], on account of the 
customs-dues (hasil)^ transit dues (zakat), duty on anchorage 
• < 
(haq-i-langar), etc. They should provide them \the English^ 
safe passage, so that they may purchase and sell the goods 
and merchandise they bring from all regions and directions, 
free of anxiety. Wherever the agents of the English Company 
have factories ^wherefrom"] they purchase and sell commodities, 
they \]_thc Mughal officials J should provide them help and 
assistance in their financial matters. Consider this as an 
do 
absolutely imperative order; Jnot violate [the command^ • 
C^b-jji^ 
• • • / ^ ' 
( \y • • •• 
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XVI 
DAUD KHAN'S PARWANA, 
ISSUED ON 25TH JULY 1663 
Copy of the parwana under the seal of Nawab 
- — 2 [appellations deleted3 Daud Khan; issued on the 19th of 
the month of Zi'l-hijja^ 6th regnal year Li.e./ 25th July 
1663 A.D.3 , that: 
Be it known- to the chief officers, officers entrusted 
with the affairs of the state, the jagirdars, feujdars, 
zamindars and mustehfizan, present and to com-, of the 
imperial highways from Akbarnagar to the precincts of the 
provinces of Bengal and Orissa ~ that, whereas, the English 
Captain has represented that the customs-dues (hasil) on the 
-I I 
baggage and merchandise that the English Company purchases 
and sells in these provinces, are exempted by virtue of the 
exalted farroan of His Majesty tShahjahanl . Thus, it has been 
settled that, in this matter, tney tthe officials3 should 
act in accordance with the said inviolable imperial order; they 
should not entertain any avarice or expectations from them tthe 
English}, on any pretext whatsoever. They should obey the 
aforesaid imperial order. This should be considered imperative, 
and recognised as their official duty. 
B.M. Add. 24039, f. 13. 
Daud Khan was the governor of Bengal during the brief 
interregnum between Mir Jumla's death in March 166-. and the 
arrival of Shaista Khan in Bengal in March 1664. (Fathiya-i-
Ibriya, ff. 108a, 114a). 
^ n K 
'^^^ 0i^yc> ^ ^^ V-^ '^  
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XVII 
SHI\li6TA KHAN ' S P^ i^lWANA, 
ISSUED ON 23RD MARCH 1664 
Copy of the parwana under the original seal of Nawab 
[appellations deleted^ Amir-ul-Umara' [^ Sh'aista Khan^ ; 
issued on the 25th of the month of Sha'ban-ul-mu'azzam^ 6th 
reanal year Ti.e.. 23rd March_1664 A.D,1 , Thp> +-P>y+-: 
Be it known- to the chief officers, officers 
entrusted with the affairs of the state, the jagirdars, 
faujdars, karoris, zamindars, chowkidars and mustehfizan, 
present and to come, of the imperial highways from 
Akbarnagar to the limits of the sub"as of Bengal and Orissa-
that, whereas, the English Captain, 'Mister' William 
2 Blake has represented that the customs-dues (hasil) on the 
< 
goods and merchandise that the English Company purchases and 
sells in these provinces, are exempted by virtue of the 
farm an of His Majesty Lshahj ahan"], the nishan of \.Shahl Shuja 
and the sanad of the late Khan-i-Khanan [_Mir Jumla~l , 
B.M, Add. 24039, f. 12. 
Mirza Abu Talib Shaista Khan, giyen_the title of 
Amlr-ul-Umara' in 1658-59 (' Alamqlrnama, Vol. I, p. 130) 
was the subedar of Bengal from 1663-64 to 1676-77 (Ibid., 
Vol. II, p. 819; Ma'asir-i-AlamqTrl, pp. 167-68) and 
then again from 1679-80 to 1688-89 (Ibid., pp. 158, 181). 
He was the Chief of the Bengal factories from 1662 (EFI, 
1661-64, p.160) to 1669 (Ibid., 1668-69,p. 295). 
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It has, thus, been decreed that, in this matter, tiiey should 
entertain no avarice or expectations from tnem on any excuse 
whatsoever. Wherever its \^ the Company'sj agents have 
factories wherefrom they purchase and sell commodities, 
they Lthe Mughal officialsj provide them help and assistance 
in their financial matters. From anyone, ajnongst the 
merchants or v/eavers, against whom they l.the English^ have 
liiiciiicictl clainis, -chey Ct'ne officials^ shouxa nave tne amount 
paid to the said English in conformity with their legitimate 
claims. In this matter, favour or concession to anyone is not 
approved of. Act in a manner so as to ensure that nobody 
oppresses or imposes xinauthorised cesses on their agents, and 
that nobody intercepts the ships of the English, be they 
rented or owned. Act in conformity with the said imperial 
order. In this matter, consider absolute obedience obligatory, 
LNote by the copyistj : 
Text of endorsement wit-h his \shaista Khan's J 
original signatures: act in accordance ..ith the written orders, 
' jnfi»«».iCTii.>»-p.jpgPB^fw.ii3fr-p<jf^|«>^^.w^^^j^^||».|-fc»^^y 





SHAISTA KHAN'S PARWANA , 
ISSUED ON 30TH AUGUST 1664, 
Copy of the parwana under the seal of Nawab Mustatab 
Amir-ul-Umara' t. Shaista lOian} ; issued on the 7th of the 
month of Saffirg^-mflzzafar, 7th regnal year \j..e., 30th August 
1664 A.D."] , that : 
Be it known to the agents of jagirdars» the amins and 
mustehfizan of the routes from Patna to the port of Balesar, 
that, whereas, Mr, Henry Powell has submitted that saltpetre, 
etc. going from the mentioned city ^ Patna^ to the aforesaid 
port ^ Balesar"] is obstructed on the routes by certain people, 
although on the issue of non-observation of obstructions, 
and exen5)tion of the mahsul for this conpany, they have an 
^ 4 
exalted farman in their possession. Thus, in accordance with 
the earlier inperial order, a parwana has been issued on this 
subject. It is incumbent that they \_ the English]] should not 
be obstructed or intercepted, for any reason, in bringing 
saltpetre, etc. Allow them to take saltpetre from the 
sowers (shaurizan), against whom they have financial claims, 
by their own efforts, if they so desire, and to dispatch 
it by boatSy' in this also, they should not be obstructed. 
Entertain no avarice or expectations from them, an any 






AQIDAT I^UN'S PARWANA, 
ISSUED ON 20TH JULY leeS"^. 
Copy of t h e pa rwana u n d e r t h e s e a l of Nawab M u s t a t a b 
- 2 A q i d a t Khan ; i s s u e d on t h e 7 t h of t h e month of Muharram-
u l - h a r a m ^ 1076 A . H . , c o r r e s p o n d i n g t o l O t h r e g n a l y e a r 
[ i . e . 2 o t h J u l y 1665 A . D . I . 
Be i t known - t o t h e a g e n t s of j a q i r d a r s , f a u j d a r s , 
k a r o r i s » z a m l n d a r s , c h o w k i d a r s and m u s t e h f i z a n ^ p r e s e n t 
and t o c o m e , o £ t h e i m p e r i a l h ighways from t h e c i t y of 
P a t n a and A k b a r n a g a r t o t h e l i m i t s of t h e p r o v i n c e s of 
B e n g a l , O r i s s a and t h e p o r t s of B a l e s a r , H u g l i , e t c . -
t h a t , w h e r e a s , t h e c u s t o m s - d u e s ( h ^ s i l ) - on t h e baggage 
and m e r c h a n d i s e t h a t t h e E n g l i s h Company p u r c h a s e and 
s e l l i n t h e s e p r o v i n c e s , on t h e baggage and m e r c h a n d i s e 
t h a t t h e y c a r r y from t h e p o r t of B a l e s a r t o t h e c i t y of 
P a t n a , e t c . , and on s a l t p e t r e , e t c . t h a t t h e y b r i n g t o 
t h e s a i d p o r t s from t h e c i t y of Patna^^are exempted by 
— 3 — 
v i r t u e of t h e e x a l t e d fa rman , t h e n i s h a n of ( s ^ ^ ^ l 
4 - 5 
Shujsf , t h e s a n a d of t h e l a t e j<han - i Kharian (Mir Jumla^ 
1 . B.M. Add. 2 4 0 3 9 , f . l 6 . 
2. A note by the copyist at the back of the document 
describes him as the nazim of Patna. 
3. Vide Introduction p. 
4. Vide Docs.XI,XII 
5. Vide Doc . XIV 
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1 
and the parwana of the Honorable Nawab (shais ta Khari^  . 
I t has , thus , been decreed t h a t , in th i s mat ter , they 
|[the Mughal officials '} should ac t in conformity with 
the invio lable farman and the sanads of the former 
governors (huklcam) . They should not en te r t a in any avarice 
* 
or expectations from them (jthe English") on any pretext 
whatsoever. Allow them passage so that, with ease and 
comfort, they mav bring commodities from the ports of 
Balesar, Hugli, Qasimbazar, etc. to the city of Patna, 
may purchase and sell commodities fin Patna"} , and may 
carry out saltpetre, etc. from the city of Patna, etc., 
to the aforesaid ports; nobody should obstruct the 
ingress and egress of C'^ h^e Company's] merchandise. 
Wherever their agents have factories for purchase and 
sale activities, they t^he officials^ should provide 
help and assistance to them in their financial matters. 
From anyone, amongst the merchants or weavers, against 
whom they C^ he English} have financial claims, they 
£the Mughal officials') should have the said amount paid 
to the English in accordance with their legitimate 
claims. In this, favour or concession to anybody is 
not approved of. Act in a mv-un-^ r ^^ as to ensure^ that 
1. Vide Docs. XVII,XVIII. 
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nobody oppresses or imposes unauthorised cesses on 
i t s C^he Company's} agents . Nobody should obs t ruc t 
the ships of the English, be they rented or owned. 
Act in conformity with the t ranscedent farman and 
the e a r l i e r sanads. 
't L^3jyu^''ji 
• • • 
IT—«g»n« 1 1 1 ! . — . M . . » - - » - . » , - - - » . « . ^ » : — » > . - « » « — > . ^ ^ • ^ ^ « . - ^ • , • « - n - - . „ . • - » , ~ ~ . . — ~ — - p ^ 




ISSUED ON 7TH JULY 1667.^ 
Copy of the exalted farman of Zill-1-Subhani 
" — — — — • 1 t 
\.appellations deleted^ Enperor Aurangzeb ; issued on the 
15th of the month of Muharram-ul-haram» 10th regnal year 
4 4 
{,i.e., 7th July 1667 A.D*] , that : 
Be it known — to the administrators entrusted with the 
administrative matters and the officers involved in the affairs 
of the state, present and to come, of the port of Surat, hopeful 
of imperial favours— that, at this^ auspicious moment, it 
has been conveyed to the truth-cognizant court that, formerly, 
the customs-dues (hasil) on the merchandise of the Dutch and 
Portuguese merchants was levied at Rs, 3*2 on every hundred 
y si %1. Sxibsequently, with a view on the well-being of the 
said peoples, it was fixed at Rs, 2 \2 %~\ » The merclH nts of 
the English nation have petitioned that the hlisil on their 
goods, vrfiich is Rs. 3 t. 3 % ^  at present , should also be 
fixed at the same rate as applicable to the Dutch ; and that a 
1, B.M.Add. 24039, f.l5. 
This farman was obtained by the efforts of Sir George 
Oxenden, President of the Surat presidency.(EFI,1665-67, 
p.273). 
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farnian may proceed from the coirpassionate and benevolent 
court, that the baggage and goods that this conpany purchases 
in Bengal, the capital city of Akbarabad and other cities 
and towns, and carry, via Burhanpur and Alamadabad, for sale 
to Surat woiiild not be obstructed for the realisation of the 
road-tolls (r\hdari) and other illegal cesses; and that if, 
out of the goods of the said merchants tthe English1 , 
anything gets stolen on the way, the tuyuldars ^i.e., 
jagiraars^ and faujdars of that place would endeavour to 
recover it back, in view of the letter of Ghiasuddin Khan, 
2 the mutasaddi of the port of ^urat , written to 
[appellations deleted] Jafar Khan , it was submitted to the 
sublime court that this English Conpany is the well-wisher 
of this exalted court, and whatever services were assigned to 
them, they carried out in any approved manner; there is^  
^therefore] room for granting them concessions. Since the 
entire attention of the justice^loving court is directed 
towards the affluence and contentment of the common people, 
in consonance with the petition of the English, from the 
1. Ma'asir-i-Alamgiri records his removal from the post 
of the mutasaddi^of Surat in 1676 (p.159)• 
2. He was the imperial wazir from 29th Rabf-us-sani, 1074 A.H./ 
30th November, 1663 A.D. (Ma'aslr-i-Alamgirl,p';47; Khafi Khan, 
Muntkhab-ul-Lubab, Vol.II,p.176) till his death on 25th _ 
, Zi'1-hijja, 1080 A.H./16th May,1670 A.D.(Ma'asir-i^Alamgirl, 
p.103; Munt)chab-.ul-Lubab,Vol.II, p.234) . 
12 
customs (mahsul) rate of Rs,3 \^ 3%3 » rupee 1 ^ 1%1 has 
been exenpted ; mahsul has thus been fixed at Rs.2 ^2%]. 
It is incumbe.iJt that, henceforth, they Cthe Mughal officials} 
should levy Rs. 2 on every 100 as customs-dues at the 
above-mentioned port. The hukkaro, jagirdars, faujdars, 
zaml.ndars and mustehfizan of the aforesaid routes, highways, 
towns and cities, should not obstruct or detain the said 
merchants C the English ] on account of the road-tolls 
(rahdari) and other cesses forbidden by the iitperial court. 
If anything is stolen, at any malval, from their merchandise, 
they C the officials"] should strive and endeavour to recover 
it back; they should recover the stolen goods from the 
thieves, and should restore the property tD the owner and 
punish the thieves. They should consider these regulations 
of His Majesty as absolutely inperative, and should abstain 
from and guard against the violation of the order . Issued 





T>\l^ BIYAT KHAN'S PARWANA, 
ISSUED ON 25TP1 MARCH 1668 
Copy of the parwana under the seal of Nawab 
[appellations deletedj Tarbiyat Khan; issued on the 9th 
of the month of Shauwal, 11th regnal year [_i.e., 25th March 
1668 A.D.] . 
Be it known- to the chief officers, officers 
entrusted with the affairs of the state, the agents of 
jaglrdars, faujdars, karoris, chowkidars and mustehfiz"an, 
present and to come, of the routes and imperial highways in 
the entire province of Orissa- that, whereas, by virtue of 
the exalted farman of His Majesty \_Shahjahan"J and the 
sanads of the former governors, the customs-dues (hasil)-
on the imports (asbab-i-iahazat) and other goods that the 
English Company brings from its own country to the ports of 
the said province, that it carries away from the said 
province [prissaQ, and purchases and sells- are exempted 
and written-off, alongwith the duty on anchorage and other 
cesses. Even now, as before, they remain exempt and 
1. BoN. Add. 24039, f. 17. 
2. He was the governor of Orissa from May 1667 to 
November 1668 (Ma' asir-i-'Alainglri, pp. 62, 90). This 
was his second tenure as the governor of Orissa. 
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wri • ten-of f . It is incumbent th-.t it sh<.l ' bu resolved in 
this rao.nner v;lieroby thoy \lthtj iMughul ofiici 'ls]| shdl i nut 
obstruct t..e mcrchc^ndise th.it is brought from soutl"i-cust 
Asiu and c.:irried out irom the prccjncts of the province of 
OrissOy and ^jurchused and sold, on account oi the customs-du'.:'S, 
road-tolls (zakat), duty on anchorage and other ces.es. 
They should provide them passage so that they may j-urch^ s^e 
and Esl] their goods and luerchandise coming from all sid.-s 
and directions, free of anxiety. V^ Jherever, in the si;.jd 
province, the agents of the English Company have factories 
wherefrom they sell their commodities, they \1the Kughal 
officials_^ should provide them help and assistance in their 
financial matters. Consider this as an emphatic order. 
4 ^ 
• •nrm.BMW.rgHi 
•^* ' . " ( l U !</ / . 1^ I' 
^ U / . e . U / J ^ l ^ j T a / A ^ ^ j ' / ^ } i / ^ l _3iake: j J t / ^ 
- j > ^ 
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XXII 
SIlrtlSTA igiJ^'S PAR. VAN A, 
ISSUED ON 2ND OCTOBER 1668 
Copy of the parvjana of Nawab p^jpellations deleted] 
Amir-ul-Umara' Shaista Khan ; isr.ued an the 25th of the 
month of Rabi'-us-sani^ 11th regnal year, coinciding with 
1079 A.H, fi^e,, 2nd OctoH^ ,-^ . 1668 h.D,}. , that: 
Be it known- to the chief officers, officers entrusted 
with the affairs of the state, karoris, the agents of jagirdars, 
zaniindars, chowkidars and mustehfizan, present and to come, 
of the imperial highways from Jahangirnagar to the limits of 
the provinces of Bengal and Orissa- that, whereas, the 
English representative (wakil), 'Mister' William Blake 
has, presently, petitioned that the customs-duty (hasil) on 
the baggage and merchandise that the English Company 
purchases and sellB in Orissa , is exempted, by virtue 
of the exalted farman, the sanad of the late Kh"a.n-i-Khanan 
1: B.M. Add. 24039, f. 18. 
2. He was the chief of the Bengal agency from 1661 to 
1669 (EFI 1661-64, p. 160, Ibid., 1668-69, p. 295). 
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1 — 'y 
\_Mir Junila^  and the purvMna o± thijs person. Despite the 
exemption , certain persons obstruct their merchandise on 
account oi the customs-dues. It has, thus, been decreed 
that, in the event of this being true, in accordance with the 
imperial order and the aforesaid sanads, the baggage and 
merchandise^the English Company should not be detained or 
obstructed on account of the customs-dues, at the time of the 
ingress and agrees of their goods .either ovei lond ei over 
water. 
Provide them passage^ so that he [j'Jilliam Blakel 
remains engaged in the business of the Company, free of 
anxiety. Wherever the agents of the English have established 
factories \_^  where fromj they purchase and sell comr.iodities, 
they should be kept contented; also, nobody should harass the; 
Consider this as an emphatic order; obey what has been 
cjdered above. Issued on the date mentioned at the top, in 
the 11th regnal year. 
1. Vide Doc. XIV 
2. Vide Doc. XVII,XVIII. 
^^^^^'SM.^jCf/.l rSha. Bribes 'j Jo^f^^ 
(^  ^^*.-^>{^l<:lc:^!?^*j^y *^[^y^v^ (^^:)ljt.^^ S^^lS^h 
XXIII 
SHAISTA jOiAN'S PARWANA, , 
ISSUED ON 22nd JUNE, 1 6 6 9 . 
Copy of t h e p a r w a n a of Nawab \^ap .pe l l a l i ions d e l e t e d } 
Aniir-ul-Umaref t s h a i s t a Khan"] ; i s s u e d on t h e 22nd of t h e 
month o f Mxiharram-ul^haram, 1 2 t h r e g n a l y e a r ' [ . i . e . , 
22nd J u n e , 1669 A.D.;} , t h a t : 
Be i t known r . tt> t h e c h i e f o f f i c e r s , o f f i c e r s e n t r u s t e d 
XnG SoSt© ^ uric 
with the affairs of, karoris, zaniindars, chowk'idars and 
murtehfizan, present and to come, of the in^erial highways, 
from Jahangirnagar \^Dhaka3 ^^'^ Akbarnagar to the precincts 
of the provinces of Bengal and Orissa-that, whereas, the 
2 
English Captain, Sham Bridges has, presently, represented 
that the cvistoms-dues (hasii) on the goods and merchandise 
that the English Conpany pvirchases and sells in these 
provinces, are exempted by virtue of the exalted farman 
of His Majesty Cshahjahan} « the nistaaof [shahjshuja^ 
B. M. Add. 24039, f.l9. 
He succeeded William Blake (Supra ,p. 60 ) as the 
chief of the Bengal Agency on 6th April 1669 
( EFI, 1668-69, p.295). He remained on this post 
till December, 1669 ( Ibid., p.317). 
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and the sanad of the late Khan-i-Khanan \.Hir Jumla"} 
2 
and this person . it has, thus, been decreed that, in 
this matter, they the\j.^ ughal officials^ should act in 
conformity with the inperial order and the afocesaid 
sanads. They should, an no account, obstruct on detain 
the be^gage and merchandise that they {J:he English] carry, 
from any place in the port of Bailsar ' to Hugli, Qasimbazar 
and Patna, either by land-routes or by rivers, and saltpetre 
c 
and other commodities they they sell at Hugli and BalsaiP., 
Allow them passage, desire or expect nothing from them. 
Wherever their agents have established factories wherefrom 
they carry on their trade activities, they t.the Mughal 
Officials3 should provide them help and assistance in their 
financial matters. From anyone, amonst the merchants or 
weavers, against whom they Cthe English^ have financial 
claims, they tthe Mughal Officials 3 should have the 
said amount paid to the English in accordance with their 
legitimate claims ; in this, favour or concession to 
anybody is not approved of. They should so arrange that 
nobody oppresses or extorts unauthorised cesses from 
its Lthe Conpany's^ agents, and that nobody intercepts 
the ships of the Ehglish , be they rented or owned.Allow 
them passage; act in accordance with the inperial order. 
Issued on the date mentioned above. 
1. Vide Doc. XIV. 
2. Vile Doc. XVII,XVIII. 
• • * 
o^j^^'j^ ^ J oi>^oif: oi^^ ^i^jj oijii> xjbjib 
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XXIV 
SHAISTA KHAN'S PARWANA , 
ISiiUED ON 30TH JULY 1670.^ 
copy of the dastak under the seal of Nawab Mustatab 
Amir-ul-Umara'' Shaista IChan ; issued on the 12th of 
Rabi-ul-auwal, 2nd |^ ? 12th] regnal year [i.e., 30th July 
1670 A.D.]^ 
The dastak addressed the officers of the mahal-i-sa'ir 
in the province of Bengal, that, previously, for the purpose 
of realising customs-dues (hasil) on the merchandise of the 
English merchant at the rate of Rs. 2 on every hundred t2%l , 
parwanas had been issued to Malik Qasim and Malik Zainuddin 
mutasaddls . of the Shahbandar Hugli and the port of Balesar 
respectively . Since they ^ the English]^ did not agree to 
1. B. M. Add. 24039, f.9. 
2. Governor of Bengal (Supra, p. 60 ) 
3. The 2nd regnal year appears to be a copyist's mistake for 
12th as it does not reconcile with any of the two tenures 
of Shaista Khan as governor of Bengal. That it is a mistake 
for 12th is also borne out from the English sources wherein 
the episode, mentioned in the document, of the tussle between 
Malik ^asim, the faujdar of Hugli, and the English on the 
question of the payment of the customs-levies, is described 
as related to 1669-70 A.D.(Charles Fawcett, The English 
Factories in India, New Series, Vol,II,p.349). a.U.Malik 
(P.I.H.C.,1969), accepting the date stated in the document, 
assumes it 4o have been issued by Mir JuniLa. His assurrption 
seems invalid in view of the fact that the title of Amir-ul-
Umara' was enjoyed by Shaista Khan and does not ever appear 
to have been granted to Kir Jumla. 
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pay customs, and wished to close their factories, in view 
of this, the matter has been referred to the inperial court 
and it has been written to the mutasaddis of the mentioned 
ports that, until the inperial decision is received, they 
should not levy customs-dues (hasil) on their merchandise and 
should allow them passage so that they may carry on their 
trade and transactions in accordance with the earlier regulations 
It is incumbent that they should, till the receipt of reply 
from the exalted court, not obstruct their merchandise on 
account of the customs-levies, at any place where they 
purchase and sell commodities. They should allow them passage 
so that they may continue with their trade and transactions in 
accordance with the earlier transactions. 
(jL^Cy^ 
^ U 2 ^ 
cL^L^jyhiX^l^j ^ . r ^y ^ > t ^ b^L^\ 03J(J^/i^ iS^ 
^^|^y//>/^ 6 Ur^v^^\y^W:36^^[6}^^ 
XXV 
AQIDAT KHAN'S PARWANA, 
ISSUED ON 23RD AUGUST 1670 . 
Copy of t h e p a r w a n a u n d e r t h e s e a l of Nawab H u s t a t a b 
2 
' A q i d a t Khan ; I s s u e d on t h e 6 ' th of t h e m o n t h of R a b l - u s -
S a n l , 1 0 8 1 A . H . , c o r r e s p o n d i n g tv t h e 1 5 t h r e g n a l y e a r 
C i . e . ^ 2 3 r d A u g u s t 1670 A . D . ^ . 
Be i t known - t o t h e C h i e f O f f i c e r s , © " ^ f i c e r s 
e n t r u s t e d w i t h t h e a f f a i r s of t h e s t a t e , - j a g i r d a r s , f a u j -
d a r s , k a r o r i s , z a m i n d a r s , c h o w k l d a r s a n d m u s t e h f I z a n , 
p r e s e n t a n d t o come of t h e i m p e r i a l h i g h w a y s , f r o m 
j a h a n g i r n a g a r t o t h e l i m i t s o f t h e p r o v i n c e s of B e n g a l 
a n d O r i s s a t h a t , w h e r e a s p r e s e n t l y . C a p t a i n Sham 
3 
B r i d g e s h a s r e p r e s e n t e d t h a t t h e c u s t o m s - d u t y ( h a s i l ) . 
• • 
On t h e g o o d s a n d m e r c h a n d i s e t h a t t h e E n g l i s h Company 
p u r c h a s e s a n d s e l l s i n t h e s e p r o v i n c e s , i s e x e m p t e d b y 
v i r t u e of t h e farniian of H i s M a j e s t y f s h a h j a h a i i } , t h e 
1 . B.M. A d d . 2 4 0 3 9 , f . 2 1 . 
2 . N'azim P a t n a ( V i d e s u p r a p . 6 5 ) • 
3 . He w a s t h e C h i e f of t h e B e n g a l Agency f r o m A p r i l 
1669 ( E F ^ , 1 6 6 8 - 6 9 , p . 2 9 5 ) t o J a n u a r y 1 6 7 1 ( I b i d . , 
p . 3 1 7 ) . 
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nlshaTn of [ShaH^ Shuja", the sanad of the l a t e Khan-i 
2 -
Khanan [Mir J urn la") and the parwana of the Revered 
3 
Nawab CShaista Khan) . I t has been decreed t h a t , in 
t h i s mat ter , Cthe Mughal o f f i c i a l s ) should a c t in 
accordance with the imperial order and the aforesaid 
sanads. The goods and merchandise coming from any place 
in the po r t of Balesar, to Hugli , Qasimbazar, Patna and 
ether p l aces , e i t h e r on land-routes ox on r i v e r s , and 
[the goods") going from Patna and other p l aces , such as 
s a l t p e t r e , e t c . , for sale to Hugli and Balesar, should, 
on no p r e t e x t whatsoever, be obstructed or hindered. 
Allow them passage; e n t e r t a i n no avarice or expectat ions 
from them. Provide them help and ass i s tance in the i r 
f inanc ia l mat ters a t a l l p laces where i t s (."the Company's'^ 
agents have f a c t o r i e s {where from) they purchase and 
s e l l commodities. Anyone from amongst the merchants, 
weavers, e t c . aga ins t whom they have f inanc ia l c la ims, 
should be made to pay back the amount in accordance with 
t he i r l eg i t imate claims. Act in a manner so as to ensure 
t h a t nobody oppresses or e x t o r t s unauthorised cesses from 
i t s agents , and t h a t the ships of the English, be they 
1. Vide Docs. XI,XII 
2 . Vide Docs. XIV 
3 . Vide Docs. XVII,XVIII,XXII,XXIII 
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rented or owned, are not intercepted. Allow them 
passage; obey the imperial order. Consider this as an 
emphatic order; do not violate or deviate from the 
order. 
J /y'^'^'y \ 




S.IAISTA KHAN'S P.iR.JANA, 
ISSUED ON 29TH JUNE 1672. 
Copy of the parwana of Nawab Mustatab ^appellations 
deleted^ Amir-ul Umara' \_Shaista Khan] ; issued on the 
3rd of the month of Rabi'-ul- auwal, 15th regnal yeary^i.e,, 
29th June 1672 A.D.] . 
Be it known~ to the chief officers, officers entrusted 
with the affairs of the state, jagirdars, fauidars, karoris, 
zaminftrs, chowkidars and mustehfizan, present and to come, 
of the imperial highways from Jahangirnagar to the limits 
of the provinces of Bengal and Orissa- that, whereas, the 
Honourable English Captain, Mr. Walter Clavell has, presently, 
represented that the customs-duty (hasil) on the baggage and 
merchandise that the English Company purchases and sells in 
these provinces, is exempted by virtue of the fa.rman of His 
Majesty ][_ Shahj ahan^ , the nishan of j^ Shah"] Shuja' and the 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f. 20. 
2. Governor Bengal (supra p. 60 )• 
3. Vide Introduction p. 
4. Vide Doc. XI,XlI, 
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sanad of the late Khan-i-Khanan \.Mir Juml a] . On account of 
this, a sanad had earlier been issued that, in this matter, 
they [,the Mughal officials^ should act in accordance with the 
imperial order and the aforesaid sanads. fVv All places from 
the port of Balesar, etc. wherefrom they ^ the English'icarry 
goods and baggages to Hugli/ tjasimbazar, Patna and other 
places, either on roads or on ferries, and at Patna and other 
places where they purchase saltpetre, etc. which they sell 
at Hugli, Qasirabazar, Calesar etc., they should, for no reason, 
be hindered or obstructed. Allow them to pass unobstructed ; 
expect or desire nothing from them. VJherever their agents 
have factories wherefrom they purchase and sell commodities, 
the Mughal officials should help and assist them in their 
financial transactions. From anyone, amongst the merchants or 
weavers, against whom they \_the English) have financial claims, 
the said amount should be realisedf'^om the English v/ith 
honesty and fairness; in this, no concession or favour is 
approved of. They \_the Mughal officials^ should so arrange 
that nobody harasses or extorts unauthorised cesses from 
their agents, and that the ships of the English, be they rented 
1, For a reference to this edict, se^, EFI, 1668-69, 
pp. 298-99.Also see, Docs. XVII, XVIII end XXII. 
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or owned, are not obstructed; allow tliem passage. Pres-.ntly, 
on account ot "the misdeeds perpetrated by the Dutch, their 
trade activities in the ports and parganas of the province of 
Bengal have been .prohibited. They have also been obstructing 
the gumashtas of the English in their commercial transactions. 
Whereas, the transgressions committed by the English had become 
the cause of -^e ban on their trade; on their behalf it has 
been decided that tl-e English. should be allowed to carry or, 
their purchase and sale activities, as beforeo It is 
incumbent that, in conformity with the aforesaid order, the 
Captain of the English Company should not be hindered in his 
business activities so that this supplication be not repeated. 
Know this as an emj^hatic order. 
lo Presumably, the ^^nglo-Dutch rivalry which culminated in 
the outbreak of war between the two in 1668-69 (EFI, 
1668-69, pp. 315-16) led ^haista Khan to prohibit both 
of them from indulging in trade activities in Bengalc 
• * * 
. • . ^ . » r . ^ , - > , . ^ - ^ — ^ — . - ^ - - . , ^ . - . . -v.^^ ,. ; n \ 
ii^oU^-L//i*>c^^j j ( ^ / ^ c:. 0*U^Uy jL^^ 
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XXVII 
RAJHiiljr.D K. L-A"J PARWANA^ 
ISSUED ON 5TH JULY 1674 
Copy of the parvjana under the seal of ^Spallations 
deleted^ Nawab Rasheed iChan; issued on t • 1st of the month 
of Rabi^us-sani/ 17th regnal year Ci.e., 5th July 1674 A.^.l 
that: 
Be it known - to the chief officers, officers 
entrusted with the affairs of the state, the agents of 
j'agirdars, the faujdars, karoris, chawkidars and mustehfiz"an 
c 
of the highways in the suba of Orissa- that, by virtue of 
the exalted farman of His Majesty Cshahjahan^ and the 
sanads of the former governors (hukkam), the customs-duty 
(hasil)- on the imports (asbab-i-jahazat) and other 
commodities brought by the Honourable English Company from 
1, B.M. Add. 24039, f. 22. 
Governor of Orissa. The date of his appointment is not 
mentioned in the Persian sources but his removal is recorded^ 
to have occured on 24th Muh_arram, 1087 A..H,/8th April 
1576 A.D. (Ma'asir-i~'Alamgiri, p. 150). However, in 
view of the fact that Saf Shikan Muhammad Tahir^ his 
predecessor, was the governor until around 1671-2 
(Akhbarat 14 R.Y,) and since the sources do not refer to 
the appointment of a new incumbent in between his tenure 
and that of Rasheed Khan, it can be presiimed that the 
latter's tenure was placed, roughly, between 1672-3 to 
1676. 
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its own country -.o th- ports in the said province, carried 
out from the precincts o± the aforesaid province and 
purchased and sol^ j- is exempted and written-off, alongwith 
the duty on anchorage ''haq-i-langar) . At pr.asent as well, in 
accordance with t-,-,- ed/ lier practise, the merchandise which 
it brings in frort. the ports of south-east Asia, which it 
carries out from --.ne limits of the said province and which 
it purchases and -cells \_here j , should not be obstructed on 
account of the cu;;toms^dues, duty on anchorage and other 
cesses. 
Allow thei: \]_thft Company's agentsj passage so that, 
with ease and coire'ort, T:hey may purchase and sell goods and 
merchandise from ^nd :. n the sorrounding regions. Wherever, 
within the confin'rs of 'che aforesaid suba, the agents of 
the said English Oompar.y have established their factories, 
they ^the Mughal cffic. als"^  should provide them all 
cooperation in tht:ir financial matters. Consider this as 
an emphatic order. 
A • 
—: a \ 
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XXVIII 
SULTAN MUHAMMAD A'ZAM'S NISHAN 
ISSUED ON 12TH SEPTEMBER 1678 1 
Copy of the exalted nishan decorated by the seal 
of the Prince of the world and man>cind. Sultan Muhammad 
2 
A'zam; issued on the 12th of the month of Sha'ban-ul-
Mu' azzom, 21st regnal year, corresponaing to l'J39 A.H. 
\i.e,, 12th September 1678 A.D,^ . It has been put in 
writing that: 
Be it known- to the chief officers, present and to come, 
officers entrusted with the affairs of the state, jagirdars, 
faujdars, karoris, zamindars, rahdars, guzarbans, chowkid"ars 
and mustehfizan, of the routes and highways from the city of 
Jahangirnagar to the limits of the provinces of Bengal and 
Orissa and the ports in the said provinces, hopeful of royal 
favours- that, whereas, the representation has reached the 
Prince that the customs-duty (h^sil) on the merchandise of 
the English Company, by virtue of the exalted farman, is 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f. 25. 
2. Governor of Bengal from 14th August 1677 (Ma'asir-i-
Alamgiri, pp. 161, 168) to 19th September 1679 (Ibid., 
p. 181). 
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exempted in the entire imperial domain, except the port of 
Surat and accordingly the previous hukkam of this province 
did not obstruct them (jthe English] for the realisation of the 
customs-dues (mahsul). Meanwhile, the august and lofty 
hasb-ul-hukm under the seal of —--( appellations deleted^ 
Asad Khan, regarding the exemptioh of customs-dues (mahsul) 
on the English, addressed to the diwan of this province 
r T 2 
Lice., Haji Shnfi Kh^nj has been received. '^ hu.i, Lut: ordei, 
exalted and majestic, has been issued that they l^ the Mughal 
officials] should recognise the customs-duty (hasil) on its 
[the English Company's] merchandise as exempted and written-off, 
The baggage and merchandise that its agents bring-in and carry 
out from the ports and the sorrounding regions, either 
overland or over water, should not, for any reason, be 
obstructed or detained, on account of the realisation of the 
customs-dues. Allow them passage so that, free of anxiety, 
they may carry on their business transactions with the 
mahajans and others with their own consent and wishes. If at 
any mahal, something from its tthe English Company3 
merchandise is stolen, tney '[the officials} should strive and 
endeavourto recover it back; they should restore the stolen 
1. Vide Supra p. 71. 
2. Vide S^p^a p. 105 
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goods to its owner and iunish the thieves. ^Vherever it [^ the 
Company^ has esta^slished factories where from the/ tthe 
agents of the Company3 purchase and sell goods and 
merchandise/ they [the Mughal officials] should provide them 
help ana assistance in their financial matters. From anyone, 
amongst the merchants or weavers, against whom they Lthe 
English^ have financial claims, tuey ^he officials^ should 
have the amount paid to the English v;ith honesty and 
fairness; concessions to anybody is not approved of. They 
should act in a manner so aj to ensure that nobody op^jresses 
or exports unauthorised cesses from its Lthe Company'sj agents 
and that the ships of the English, be t;iey rented or owned, 
are not obstructed for the realisation of the Ratharah 
'[_a cess on woodj, etc. They should act in accordance with 
the transcendent imperial order and the auspicious 
hasb-ul-hiikm. They should, considering this an imperative 
order, not violate or deviate from the order. 
[ jThomas Benson J ^ ^ ^ L ^ - ^ / ^ ^ U / y ^ o^^ yL>-/ 




jy. c> ^  r^^/ JJ{/ J^jji j^^J'i J\ JyO^J^i 
j j / :^^^rj/^j..c^^-t jt 0^ CUV J? t/dLi^ 
* » * •* 
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XXIX 
SHAFI*^  KHAN'S PARWANA^  
ISSUED ON 19TH SEPTEMBER 1678^ 
Copy of t h e parwana u n d e r t h e s e a l of W i z a r a t - o - I q b " a l Panah^. 
Ha j i S ^ f i ' Khan^; i s s u e d on t h e 2nd of t h e month of Sha iban-u l -
vmdzzam, 2 1 s t r e g n a l y e a r [ i . e . , 1 9 t h Sep tember 1678 A»Dsl c 
•• •» 
I t has been put in writ ing tha t : 
Be i t known — to the chief o f f icers , off icers entrusted 
with the a f fa i r s of the s t a t e , the agents of .1aql.rdars, the 
faujdars, ka ro r i s , zamindars/ chowkidars and mustehfizan/ 
present and to come, of the routes and highways frcan the 
c i t y of Jahangirnagar to the precincts of the provinces of 
Bengal and Orissa - tha t , previously, in conformity with the 
pe t i t i on of the agents of the English Company, which has 
fac tor ies in the ports of the provinces of Bengal and Orissa, 
i t had been wri t ten to Nawab v^ppellations deleted^ 
Asad Khan tha t i t \^the Company"^  has pleaded tha t during 
the reign of Wiuld Aramg^ [ . i .e . , ShahjahanQ the English 
were exempted from the levy of the customs-dues (mahsul) in 
a l l provinces of the empire , During the present reign, whj.ch 
1 . B. M, Add. 24039, f . 23o 
2. He was the dlw^m of Bengal in 1677-78 jH^* as i r - i -Alamqir i , 
p .170) . 
3. The imperial wazir (Vide supra p . 71 ) 
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i s the cradle of prosper i ty , the customs-duty of 
Rs. 2 on every 100 1.2%^ has been fixed ^ t o be realized]! 
a t the set t lement (Makan) in the port of Surat . The 
mutasaddis of t ha t place r e a l i s e i t from the English 
Captain s ta t ioned a t the por t of Surat, in deference 
to the imperial order which has b^en granted to i t 
"^the Company]. Except for t h a t ^.Surat^ , i t has been 
ordered t h a t no customs-dues should be demanded frcm the 
English a t any other po r t amongStt a l l the ports in the 
imperial detain ; accordingly, u p t i l the present th is has 
been followed. From the beginning of the establishment 
of fac tor ies in these provinces, the orders of the former 
governors (nazims) concerning t h i s matter are in i t s 
possession ; i t i s therefore hopeful t h a t a sanad may 
be granted £ to the Company] • Meanwhile, in response to 
tha t \_ aforesaid l e t t e r ] / the reply of the above-mentioned 
Jumdat-ul-Mulk \^ Asad Khan"] has been received, on the 18th of 
the month of gamada~u 1 -Akhir , 21st regnal year ^ i , e , , 
7th August 1678 A.D.J , t ha t the said company has procured 
the imperial farmans and the parwanas of His resplendent 
Highness ^ Asad Khan'\ on the issue of the custons-duty j 
1, See Doc. XX 
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they \jthe Mughal o f f i c i a l s3 should act in accordance 
with these edic ts . , I t i s incumbent t ha t , in deference 
to the inviolable order, they should not obstruct , on 
account of the r e a l i s a t i o n of the customs-duty, the 
baggage, merchandise and whatever commodities Mr, Thcxnas 
Beuson, the English Cjaptain, purchases and s e l l s in the 
posts , c i t i e s and qasbas of the aforesaid provinces, tils 
agents should not be detained on the rou tes , by v i r tue of 
the road - to l l s (r'ahdari) and other cesses prohibi ted 
by the imperial court , so tha t they may engage in 
trade a c t i v i t i e s with ease and cc«nfort, as before. If, a t 
any mahal, anything from t h e i r merchandise gets robbed, 
they Cthe Mughal o f f i c i a l s "} should s t r i v e and endeavour 
to recover i t back, they should res tore i t to i t s owner 
and punish the th ieves . Consider th i s as an absolutely 
imperative order . 
(^i^^l 
^r}i>i}Jhc:^.U'^.^^\Ol>> 
J y ^ : ^ . }^cuf^.^'^-^.^ b/^r^t/'-^C^JJ-JAJ^ v O r ^ 
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XXX 
ASAD KHAN'S PARWANA, . 
ISSUED ON 8TH OCTOBER 1678 
Copy o± the par wan a of Nawab f^Sppellations deleted]] 
2 
Asad Khan; issued on the 12th of the month of Sha'ban-ul-
mu ' azzam, 21st regnal year t.i»s«/ ,5th October 1678 A.D.'^  . 
Be it known to the chief officers of the province of 
Bengal, present and to come, that, presently, Alivardi Beg, 
representative (?} of the English merchant has presented 
himself at the imperial court and has petitioned, through the 
chief officers of the exalted court adorning the world that 
the chief of the English Company brings baggage and 
merchandise from the ports of Balesar, Hugli and other ports 
tnrough Surat to Bengal and carry baggage and merchandise 
from the province of Bengal, etc. to the mentioned ports; in 
_ 3 
accordance with the exalted farman , the copy of which is 
provided at the back (zimn), the customs-duty (mahsul) on 
* * 
them l[the goods'] they pay to the imperial treasury at the port of 
the 
/Surat. Besides this, a considerable amount is unlawfully 
extroted from them, in the form of dual-customs (mahslil-i-takrar) 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f. 24. 
2. The imperial wazir (vide Doc.XX), 
3. Vide Doc. XX 
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peshkdsh, rahdari and other prohibited cesses. Thus, the 
exalted hasb-ul-hukm has been issued that honesty shouJxibe 
practised and the imperial order obeyed. Whatever has been 
realised in violation of the regulation should be restored back, 
to 
In future, know it obligatory/ guard against any perpetration 
of the violation of the order (hukm) , They [.the Mughal 
officialsj should consider this as an absolutely 
imperative order, so that he ^livardi Beg may not represent 
to the exalted court on this issue again. 





NAWAB SALIH KHAN'S PARWANA,, 
ISSUED ON 9TH FEBKU/iRY 1678 
Copy of the parwana under the seal of Nawab Mustatab 
- 2 Salih Khan; issued on the 16th of the month of Zi'1-hijja, 
1088 A,H,\ The text that: 
Be it known- to the chief officers, officers entrusted 
with the affairs of the state, the agents of iagi.rdars.- the 
faujdars, karoris, chowkidars and mustehfizan, present and 
to come, of the routes and imperial highways in the entire 
province of Orissa- that, whereas, by virture of the exalted 
farman of His Majesty, Pirdaus Ashyani 'Illiyin Makani 
tshahjahan} and the sanads issued earlier in this province, 
the customs-duty (hasil) on the imports Qlit,'goods brought 
on ships'3 and other commodities that the Honourable English 
Company brings from its own country to the ports in the said 
!• B.M. Add. 24039, f. 26. 
2, .He was the eldest son of Fedai Khan Koka (Ma.'asir-ul-Umara', I, 
p.251) who was the governor of Bengal from March 1677 (Ma'asir-i 
'Alamgiri, p. 159)to September 1679 (Ibid.,pp.161, 168). His 
designation during the time of the issuance of this parwana is 
not recorded in the Persian sources. However, since the order 
is adressed to the officers of Orissa, it can be presumed that 
Salih Khan was governing Orissa on behalf of his father during 
the latter's tenure as the governor og Bengal; this assumption 
is based on the fact that under the Mughal administration 
the governor of Bengal was also usually assigned the province 
of Orissa. 
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province/ that it carries out Irom the precincts ol the said 
and 
province, and purchases and sells here , is exemptedVwritten-
off, alongwith the duty on anchorage and other cesses. Even 
now, as before, it remains exempt and written-off. It is 
incumbent that, on account of this, it be considered as 
settled that the goods which they bring from south-east Asia 
(zerbad), which they carryout from the confines of the 
province of Orissa, and which they purchase and sell in 
Orissa , should not be obstructed on account of the realisation 
of the customs-dues, duty on anchorage and other cesses. Let 
them pass free and unobstructed so that, with ease and _ 
comfort, they may purchase and sell goods and merchandise 
coming from the sorrounding regions. Provide help and 
assistance to their agents in financial matters, at places 
where they have their factories where from they purchase 
and sell commodities. Issued on the date as at the top, in 
the 22nd [? 20th3 regnal year. 
• . • • ^ 
unrwirtmirii m lial.'iV.. ,•; .., n r- M.iiTi7ii".ir; -giiitrrj 
.J^KO^ 
CJ\:>^^3/J^ ,yj:> jtjfi ji(jy^J^) 1^^ 
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XXXII 
MIR MUGPilS' P^RWANA^ 
ISSUED ON 18TH APRIL 1679 
Copy of the parwana of Wizarat-o-Iqbalpanah, Mir Mughis • 
issued on the 7th of the month of Rabi'-ul-auwal, 22nd regnal 
year \^i,e., 18th April 1679 A.D,*^, It has been put in writing 
that: 
Be it known- to the chief officers, officers entrusted 
with the affairs of the state, the agents of jaqirdars, the 
faujdars, chawkidars and mustehfizan, present and to come, 
m 
of the routes and highways in the province of Bengal- that, 
whereas, it has been disclosed from the copy of the dastak 
that Wizarat-o-'Awatifpanah, Haji Shafi' Kl^ ian gave to the 
English, that the said Wiz'aratpan'ah ][_Shaf i*'Khaanl has, in 
accordance with the wishes of the English, written to His 
luminous Highness O^sad Khanj ..the imperial wazir ^ that the 
agents of the English have pleaded that during the reign of 
\^apellations deleted"] 'Illiyin Makani \_i,e., Shahjahan"] , the 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f. 27. 
2. Diwan of Bengal from October 1678 (Ma'asir-i-'Alamgiri, 
p. 171) to May 1680 (Ibid., p. 193). 
3. See Doc. XXIX 
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realisation of the custorns-duty (mahsul) from the English 
was exempted in the entire imperial domain, and during the 
present regime, which is the cradle of prosperity, it is 
fixed at Rs. 2 on every hundred C2%1 ^t the port of Surat, 
which the mutasaddis there have been realising in compliance 
* 
with the exalted imperial order. ' Except for that CSurat"^ , 
at no other port in the imperial domain, they Cthe Mughal 
officiajLsj should claim the castuuti>-dues (ha"sil) from tne 
English ; thus, until presently, taey have complied accordingly, 
Since it Cthe English Companyl has in possession the sanads 
of the former governors (hukkam) from the establishment of its 
factories in these provinces, it is hopeful that a similar 
sanad would be granted to the English , The reply of 
J[4FPS1 1st ions deleted^ Asad Khan has been received that the 
aforesaid company has in its possession farmans, commanding 
allegiance, and parwanas of the honourable governors on 
the issue of customs-dues; they ^the officials^ should act in 
conformity with these edicts . It is inciimbent on the Mughal 
officials tu act in accordance with the orders of the court, 
of which the said company has in its possession the exalted 
f arman, the s an ads of His resplendent Highness tAsad Kharr\ and 
the sanad of the said Wizaratpanah L^aji Shafi Khan"] . Consider 
this as an emphatic order. 
1. See Doc.XX 







ISSUED ON 29TH MARCH 1680 . 
Copy of t h e e x a l t e d f a r m a n ; i s s u e d on t h e 2 7 t h of t h e 
month of s a f a r , 23rd r e g n a l y e a r ( " i . e . 2 9 t h March 
1680 k.D.~\ , t h a t : 
Be i t known t o t h e a d m i n i s t r a t o r s e n t r u s t e d w i t n 
t h e a f f a i r s of t h e s t a t e and t h e e f f i c e r s i n v o l v e d in 
a d m i n i s t r a t i v e m a t t e r s , p r e s e n t and t o come, a t S u r a t , 
t h a t , w h e r e a s , d u r i n g t h i s f e l i c i t o u s r e i g n , i t h a s 
b e e n r e s o l v e d t h a t n o t h i n g s h o u l d be l e v i e d on t h e E n g l i s h 
n a t i o n , e x c e p t t h e c u s t o m s - d u t y (mahsul) of R s . 2 on e v e r y 
« 
100 (2%\ and another Rs. lV2 [lV2%] on account of 
2 
jeziya . Accordingly, the world-commanding order has 
been issued that, from the 1st of the month of Shauwal, 
23rd regnal year []i.e., 5th November 1679 A.D."], rupees 
3V2 on every lOO []3V2%} should be realised from the 
English on account of the mahsul and jeziya; at all other 
places they should not be obstructed on this account. They 
should not be harassed for reasons of zakat, peshkash, 
rahdari, farm"aish and other cesses prohibited by the court 
of the worldly and spiritual matters. Consider this as an 
emphatic order. 
1 . B.M. A d d l . 24039 , f . 2 8 . 
2 . J e z i y a was reimposed by Aurangzeb on 1s t Rabi^ul-auwal 
1090 A.H./2nd Apr i l 1679 A.D. ( M a ' a s i r - i ' ^ ^ l a m g l r l , p . l 7 4 ; 
M i r a t - i Ahmadi, p . 2 9 6 ) . 
(jL^.j^i 





«SAD KHAN'S PARWANA, 
ISSUED ON 23RD MAY 1680 
Copy of the parwana-i-hasb-ul-hukm under the seal of 
4 t 
appellations deleted"} Asad Khan; issued on the 23rd 
of the month of Rabi' -ul-auwal^ 23rd regnal year \.i,e./ 
23rd May 1680 A.DI] , that: 
Be it known to the chief officers, present and to 
come, of the province of Bengal that, the wakil of the 
Company of the English merchants has petitioned that, 
pressntly, the augijist and majestic hasb-ul-hukm has 
decreed that they [_the Mughal officals] should realise, 
from the English Company Rs. 2 on every 100 \__2/^3 as the 
customs-duty (mahsul) and another Rs.l^ g ^1^'\ on account of 
the jeziya, which in all comes to Rs.Si^ \_3i5%J, at the port 
of Surat; and except for that LSurat} , at no other 
settlement should they be obstructed. Likewise, in the 
^ 3 
meantime, the exalted farman . addressed to the chief officers. 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f. 29. 
2. The wazir of the empire (vide supra p, 74 ), 
3. See Document XXXIIJ. 
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present and to com^ o± the port of Surat, has been 
granted to the English ; they have it in their possession. 
It ^the Coijnpany] is ^ thus ho ;eful that, in congruity with 
the exalted farniah, a parwana would be issued to the officers 
of Bengal, present and to come, that, for no reason, should 
they t^ the officials of the CompanyV be obstructed, either 
over land or over v/ater, on account of the prohibited cesses. 
Thus, it hs been decreed that they \^ the Mughal officialcl 
should comply with the felicitous imperial order granted to the 
the 
said company ^English] , a copy of which is provided at/back 
(zimn) « They []the English^ should not be obstructed on 
account of the zakat, peshkash, rahdari, fanrTaish and other 
prohibited cesses, so that they may carry on their trade 
activities, free of anxiety, and may not come again, for 
this reason, with their petition. 
1. The document given at the back is the reproduction 
of DocumentXXXIII, 
'/D'^l £ i 
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XXXV 
SHAISTA raiAN'S PARWANA 
ISSUED ON 13th JUNE 1680''" 
Copy of the parwana under the seal of Nawab Mustatab 
Amir-ul-Umara' (Shaista l^ian); issued on the 15th of the 
month of Jamada*-ul-a\rwal, 23rd regnal year l[.i.e..l3th 
June 1680 A.D,"^, that: 
Be it known - to the chief officers, officers 
entrusted with the affairs of the state, the jiigirdars, 
faujdars, karoris, zamindars, chowkidars and mustehfizan, 
present and to come, of the routes and highways from the 
city of Jahangirnagar to the limits of the provinces of 
Bengal and Orissa and the ports in the aforesaid provinces 
- that, whereas, the representation has reached Cshaista 
Khan^ that the Prince Namdar Kamgar, exalted in dignity 
(and) belonging to the illustrious house, has - in 
congruance with the sanad of Wiz^rat-o-Iqb~al panah, 
— . — 2 
Haj i Shaf i*" IJian , which was in conformity with the exalted 
3 
and majestic hasb-ul hukm concerning the issue of customs-
• ft 
- exemption (Issued) under the seal of Copipe Hat ions 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f.30. 
2. Vide Doc. XXIX, 
3. Vide Doc. XXX. 
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deleted] Asad Khan, adressed to him ^Shafi Khan"] -
favoured the English Captain with an exalted nishan. 
The honorable Captain, Mr Benson fthus"} pleads for the 
sanad of Hiq Highness (jShaista Khan"} . Accordingly, it 
has been decreed, that, they (the Mughal officialsl 
should comply with the nishan and the sanad of Wizarat 
panah Haji Shafi Khan; with peace of mind, they fthe 




JiJi ^ci^jbj '-^jJ-'Yi/ o^j J^j^/j, cf-'it^i' J^'i S!/J 
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XXXVI 
SHAISTA KHAN'S PARWANA , 
ISSUED ON 30TH SEPTEMBER 1680.^ 
copy of the parwana under the seal of His exalted Highness 
— 2 Nawab Amir-ul-Umara' [Ishalsta lOian^ ; issued on 6th 
Muharranv 24th regnal year [.i.e., 30th September, 1680 A.D.} , 
that : 
Be it known to the Chief officers, present and to com^ 
of the province of Bengal and Orissa, that, whereas, by 
virtue of the exalted farman and the note (nawishta) of 
Imarat panah - — C^P^H^tions deleted J As ad Khan issued 
in accordance with the inperial order, nothing has been 
fixed for the English, except Rs. 2 on every lOO 1.2%"\ as 
mahsul and another Rs. 13C%3 on account of jeziya, which 
in all comes to Rs, 3 [^S- % ] * which they pay at the port 
of Surat J at no other place should anybody obstruct them 
1. B.M.Add. 24039, f.32. 
2. Governor Bengal (Supra p. 53 ) 
3. Vide Doc. XXXIII 
4. Vide Soc. XXXIV 
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on account of the zakat , peshkashyi rahdari» farmaish» e t c . 
Accordingly, Wizarat-o-Iqbalpanah Haji Stefi'Khan, the djwan of 
the province of Bengal, has given a sanad to 'Mister* 
Benson , t h a t nobody should obs t ruc t them t^he English"^ 
on account of the aforesaid l e v i e s ; they \lthe Mughal 
o f f i c i a l s^ should not r e a l i s e rupees 3^000 tha t t h i s Coinpany 
pays every year i n the form of peshkash. I t i s incumbent t h a t , 
i n conpliance with the d i s t ingu ished order, they should not 
obs t ruc t them on account of the aforesaid l e v i e s . 
id''h<i^-^ iS.^ Jl \ 
^'-^J/>C)ti^^^^^~^ C^t^/^^^ C^^ i^^ -y^ C^^ O/jyX- (j-U^ 
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XXXVII 
HAJI SHAFI^KHAN'S PARWANA, 
ISSUED ON 13TH OCTOBER I680'. 
Copy of the parwana under the seal of Wizarat-o-Iqbalpanah 
- _2 
Haji Shafi' Khan, the diwan? issued on the 19th of the month 
of Ramazan-ul~Mubarak, 24th regnal year [.i.e., 13th October, 
-
1680 A.D.] • 
Be it known — to the Chief Officers, Officers entrusted 
with the affairs of the state, present and to come, the agents 
°^ jagirdars, the zamindars, chowkidars and mustehfizan of 
the routes and highways in the province of Bengali— that, 
whereas, the exalted and inviolable farman has been granted 
to the English conpany that Rs. 2 on every 100 \l2 %~\ as 
customs-dues (mahsul) and another Rs. Iw l[l« %'] on account 
of jeziya, which in all oomes to Rs. si ^Sj % 1 , should be 
realized from the English at the port of Surat ; at no other 
place should anybody obstruct them on account of the zakat, 
peshkash/ farmaish, rahdari, and other illegal cesses. In 
deference to the exalted farman, the parwana of Nawab — 
(appellations delted] Asad Khan addressed to the officers 
of this province has been issued. The Honourable jinglish 
Captain, Mr. Benson, thus pleads for a sanad in conformity 
13.M.Add. 24039, f.31 
2.Vide supra p.105 
3.Vide Doc. XXXIII 
4.Vide Doc. XXXIV. 
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with the exalted farman and the parwana of Nawab 
(^ appellations delted^ Asad Khan. Accordingly, it has 
been put in writing that, in deference to the felicitous 
£arman that has been granted to the English and the 
aforesaid parwana the text of which is recorded at bhe 
back (zimn), they t,the English^ should not be obstructed 
for reasons of za)c'at, peshkash, farmaish, rahdari on the 
land and river routes, and othet cesses prohibited by the 
inperial court, so that they may engage in purchase and 
sale, free of anxiety. Consider this as an in^er&tive order; 




S H A F / KHAN ' S PARtVANA^  
ISSUED ON 6TH JUNE 1681 
Copy of the parwana under the seal of Wizarat-o-Iqbal Panah, 
Haji Shafi*^  Khan; Issued on the 19th of the month of 
Jamada'~ul~auwal, 24th regnal year ti.e., 6th June, 1681 A.D,] 
that: 
Be it known to the chief officers, present and 
to come, of the port of Hugli, that, whereas, the exalted 
- 3 
and inviolable farman has been granted to the English, that 
Rs.2 on every hundred t2%1 as customs-duties (mahsul) on 
their merchandise and another Rs.l^ g tl^ /^i"] on account of the 
jeziya, which in all comes to Rs,3J$ l.3J2%3 * should be 
realised from the English at the port of Surat; at no other 
place should anybody obstruct them, on account of the zakat, 
peshkash, farm'aish, r'ahdari and other illegal cesses. Thus, 
in conformity with the felicitous fdxm'an and the parv/ana of 
Nawab (sopellations deleted! Asad Khan addressed to the 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f. 33. 
2. The diwan of Bengal (Infra p.l05)« 
3. See Doc. XXXIII 
4. See Doc. XXXIII 
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chief mutasaddis of this province ^Bengal} , which has 
been given to the Honourable English Captain, Mr. Benson, 
it has been ordained that they tthe mutasaddis1 should not 
demand the amount of Rs.3000 that the English Captain 
has been paying in the form of peshkash. Know this as an 
imperative order. 




^ ^ / j ^ ( / r Z . i ^ j ? ^ / ^ ^ ( V ^ J^'oJy^'/^lli^L J^/y> 
, J>i Z^b Ji^l ^^/ 'J> 3 ^r-^Xjh c:^ bl 
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XXXIX 
AURANGZcJB'S F^J^HN, . 
ISSUED ON 6TH MAY 1690 
Copy of the farmaria exalted and inviolable, of Hazrat Khuld 
Makan fi-.e., Aurangzeb] ; issued on the 27th of the month of 
Rajab-ul-mura.j jab^ 33rd regnal year \_±,e,, 5th May, 1690 A.D.J, 
that: 
Be it known to [^appellations deleted^ Ibrahim ICian, 
honoured and distinguished by the favours of the Emperor, 
that, whereas, the English, rightfully guided by their 
3 
destiny, are abashed and penitent of their past misdeeds; 
with complete humility and repentance, they have sxibmitted their 
supplication ('arz-dasht), through their agents and chief 
officers, to the exalted court, pleading for the exalted and 
compassionate farman, which would contain the augury of 
absolution and would bring the happy tidings of the forgiveness 
of their trespasses; and forgive this company for its 
foolish crimes. On accoxxnt of this, the (^ajpellations 
1 . B.M. Add. 24039, f. 3 4 . 
2 . Governor of Bengal from 1689 ( M a ' a s i r - u l ~ U m a r a , V o l , I , 
p . 299) t o 1697 (Ma' a s i r - i - ' / U a m q i r i , p . 387 ; 
M a ' a s i r - u l - U m a r a , I , p . 2 9 9 ) . 
3. The reference here is to the outbreak of active hostilities 
between the English and the Mughals in 1686 (For details, 
see Wilson, Early Annals, Vol, I, pp. 91-125), 
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deleted]] imperial order has been issued making it incumbent 
that/ soon after this mandate, majestic and august, is 
received \_by Ibrahim IChan3 , the said Company should not be 
obstructed or impeded upon. Allow them passage so that, 
in accordance with the earlier regulations, they may ^re^ 
settle in the towns of the province under Imarat Panah 
^Ibrahim Khan^ , \.andl may ^again^ get involved in their 
business and vocation. 
-^/j^ ^^ j^ J ^ ^^Z' ^ y^r^^^^3/.3 X^J:i>j3 3 ojj^^j/'iflji 
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XL 
ASAD KHAN'S HASB-UL-HUKM 
1 
ISSUED ON 2 0TH FEBRUARY 1691 . 
2 
Copy of t h e e x a l t e d h a s b - u l - h u k m ; i s s u e d on t h e 2 l s t 
of t h e month of J a m a d a ' - u l - a u w a l , 3 4 t h r e g n a l y e a r £ l . e . 
2 0 t h F e b r u a r y 1691 A.D.'^ t h a t : 
Hoping t h e w e l l - b e i n g of [ [ a p p e l l a t i o n s d e l e t e d ^ 
3 
K i f a y a t Khan . The r e p r e s e n t a t i o n h a s , p r e s e n t l y , been 
r e c e i v e d t h a t t h e s a i d W i z a r a t panah {^Kifayat Khan] h a s 
w r i t t e n t h a t t h e e x a l t e d h a s b - u l hukm u n d e r t h e s e a l of 
[ a p p e l l a t i o n s d e l e t e d j L u t u f u l l a h Khan h a s r e a c h e d 
t h e g o v e r n o r of t h e p r o v i n c e of Bengal t h a t t h e E n g l i s h 
engage in t r a d e and t r a n s a c t i o n s , i n c o n g r u a n c e w i t h t h e 
p r e v i o u s p r a c t i s e . Two o r t h r e e f a c t o r s ( ' a m a l a ) of t h i s 
company r e a c h e d t h e p o r t of H u g l i ; Muhammad Akbar , t h e 
m u t a s a d d i of t h e a f o r e s a i d p o r t had them c o m f o r t e d 
[and] in c o n n e c t i o n w i t h t h e r e a l i s a t i o n of t h e cus toms 
on goods b r o u g h t by them, p r o c u r e d from them s e c u r i t y 
(much i lka ) t o t h e e f f e c t t h a t t h e y would p a y t h e c u s t o m s -
1 . B.M. Add. 2 4 0 3 9 , f . 3 5 ( b ) 
2 . Tha t t h i s hasb-ul-l j iukm was i s s u e d by Asad Khan, t h e 
i m p e r i a l w a z i r i s b o r n e o u t from I b r a h i m K h a n ' s 
parwana (Doc. XLI) t o whose appendage i s t h i s h a s b - u l -
hukm. ' 
3 . Diwan of B e n g a l (Vide Doc . X L I ) . 
4 . He was t h e d a r o g h a ^ ^ a r z - i - m u k a r r a r a t t h e i m p e r i a l c o u r t , 
from 1 6 7 0 - 7 1 t o 1 6 8 0 - 8 1 , e x c e p t f o r a b r i e f i n t e r r e g n u m 
in 1677-79 ( M a ' a s i r - i - A l a m q i r i , p p . 6 2 ^ 6 6 , 9 2 . 1 0 2 ? M a ' a s i r -
ul-Umara ' . v o l . t; p p . 172 -73 ) . ~' 
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dues In accordance with what has been s e t t l e d j]with themj . 
Since there was nothing in the t e x t of the hasb-ul-hukm 
on the subject of the r e a l i s a t i o n of the customs and 
since the sanad of the diwan, laying down whatever was 
fixed [as custom;^, too was not available^ observing the 
previous r e g u l a t i o n s , they paid Rs.3000 in the form of 
peshkash and ca r r i ed on t h e i r t rade a c t i v i t i e s on the i r 
own free w i l l . Later, the customs-dues were fixed a t 
RS.3V2 per hundred £3V2%], as a t the por t of Surat ; t h i s 
company has acted in deference to the imperial farman. 
E a r l i e r , Rs.BoOO in the form of peshkash was fixed on them, 
and in 1090 A. H. [I68O A.Df] i t was fixed a t Rs. 3V2 
p3V2%] including jeziya . At the por t of Surat R8.3V2 
1 -r ^eziya 
Pas customsj includxna remains s e t t l ed ['for the English] 
At present , the world-commanding order has been issued 
t h a t , in conformity with the old regu la t ion , they [the 
off ic ia ls^ should r e a l i s e peshkash ["from the English] . 
Accordingly, i t i s being decreed tha t they should ac t in 
deference to the exalted order and should r epo r t the r ea l 
s t a t e of a f f a i r s . Consider t h i s as an imperative order . 
1. Vide Doc. XXXIII. 
/j^h ^ J t * uA^J(f'jJi:)iJ^'^Jj^ 6^^ d^^'^ iS^UJi 
FL^ijj) (j^f^i^, J^,'iy^i:> t ^ i^s o i^ -^>* ^ 0^ '^J 
M\2 
XLI 
IBRAl-IIM KHAN'S P.'JIVJANA, 
ISSUED ON 28TH JULY 1691 
Copy of the parw"ana with two ceals, ^issuedj under the seal 
_ 2 
of 'Umdat-ul-mulk Imaratpan'ah/ Ibrahim Khan and the seal 
of Madar-ul-maham, Kifayat lOian, the div/an; issued on the 
2na •JL the month of Zi'1-qa'da, 3 5th regnal year t_i.e.. ?«^->-i 
July 1691 A.D,"] , It has been put in writing that: 
Be it known to the chief officers, presant and to 
come, the karoris, agents of jagirdars, faujdars, zamindars 
and qanungos of the province of Bengal that, sometime back, 
the exalted hasb-ul-hukm regarding the pardon granted to the 
English for their misdeeds by the compassionate and benevolent 
court of the reigning Emperor Aurangzeb , under the seal of 
Imaratpanah Lutfullah Khan, was received by this person. 
After that, the exalted hasb-ul-hukm under the seal of 
fap'pellations deleted"! Asad Khan, addressed to Wizaratpanah, 
Kifayat Khan, the diwan of the province of Bengal was 
3 
issued , and a copy of that, attested by the aforesaid Khan 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f. 35. 
2. Governor of Bengal (vide supra p. 135 ). 
3. Vide Doc. XL, 
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LKifaycit Khan] has reached the of i ice of the ^diwanij 
administration, that, in conformity with the old regulation, 
they \jthe Mughal officials^ should realise Rs,3000 from the 
English in lieu of the customs (mahsul), every year, by 
way of peshkash; and except for that, they should not, an 
any pretext whatsoever, demand or insist on realising any 
levies from them. Thus, a copy of that hasb-ul-hukm has 
been reproduced in this parwana. Accordingly, it has been 
decreed that, ginoe the 34th regnal year [l689-90 A.D,"] , 
in deference to the sublime order, they should, in lieu of 
customs, realise the peshkash of Rs.3000 from the English ; 
and except for that, in the purchases and sales of that 
Company, they should not exact a single dam or diram, so that 
they may, free of anxiety, carry on their trade and transactions 
at their old settlements in Hugli and the port of Balesar, etc., 
belonging to the province of Bengal , In financial matters, 
the agents of the English Company should be provided all 
cooperation, at all places or s^^ttleraents. Consider it 
imperative that nobody obstructs them, against the regulations, 
on account of the rahdari, zamindari, farm"aish and other cesses 
prohibited by the imperial court. If, God forbid, any theft 
occurs.the faujdars should endeavour to recover and restore 
the goods it to its rightful o\.Tier, They should take cognizance 
of their duties. Issued on the date, as mentioned above, in the 




' ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ' - ^ ''•^-'-' - ^ ' ^ " ^ ^ ^' • ' -^ ' ' ^ . U ^ y ^ 
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XLII 
PRINCE '"AZIMU-SH-SHAN 'S N I SHAN 
ISSUED ON IITH MAY 16.98•^ . 
Copy of the exalted nishan decorated with the seal of 
the Prince of the world and mankind ^zimu-sh-Shan^ ; 
issued on the 1st of the month of Zi'1-qada, 4 2nd regnal 
year [i.e., 11th May 1698 A.D.^. It has been put in 
writing that: 
3e it known to the chief officers/ present and 
to come, officers entrusted with the affairs of the 
state, the jagirdars, fauidars, karoris, zamindars, 
r'ahdars, quzarbans, chowkidars and mustehfizan of the 
roates and highways, from the city of Jahangirnagar 
to the limits of the provinces of Bengal, Bihar and 
Orissa and the ports in the said provinces, hopeful of 
imperial favours that, presently, the representation 
has reached |[Prince Azimu-sh-Shan"} that, by virtue of 
the exalted farman, the nishan of the majestic Prince 
and the sanads of the hukkam issued in accordance with 
the exalted and august hasb-ul hukm under the seal of 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f.37. 
2. Governor of Bengal from 1697 (Mc^asir-i 'Alamgiri. 
p.387) to 1705 when he left for Delhi leaving the 
affairs of Bengal in the hands of his son, 
Farrukhsiyar (Akhbarat, 47th R.Y.}. 
>M7 
Jumdat-ul-mulk Asad Khan, the customs-duty on the 
Merchandise of the^ English Company is exempted in 
the entire imperial domain, except the port of Surat; 
and at the port of Hugli, in lieu of customs, Rs.3000 
is deposited, in the form of peshkash, into the 
imperial treasury ^y the EngliN^ h])/ every year. Accor-
dingly, the exalted and majestic order (amr) has been 
issued that the customs-duty (j^ ^ its ^the Company} goods 
should be considered exempted and written-off; the gooas 
and merchandise that its agents bring in and carry out 
from the ports of the provinces and the surrounding 
regions, either overland or over water, should not be 
obstructed an account of the realisation of the customs, 
on any pretext whatsoever. Allow them passage so that 
they may, free of anxiety, engage in trade activities 
with the mahajans, etc., with free-will. In case, at 
any mahal, anything from its [the Company's} merchandise 
gets robbed, they [the Mughal officials^ should make 
all endeavours to recover it back; they should return 
the ^stolen^ goods to the aforesaid English and punish 
the thieves. '/^erever they have factories for the sale 
of their goods and merchandise, they (the Mughal 
officials} should provide them help and assistance in 
financial matters. From anyone, amongst the merchants 
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or ..^ eaveis, against whom they [the English^ have 
financial claims, they (the officials"} should have the 
said amount paid to the English in accordance with their 
legitimate claimsf in this, favour or concession to 
anybody is not approved of. They should not let go 
anybody harassing the aforesaid agents £of the English}; 
and should not obstruct its Cthe Company's} ships, be 
they rented or owned, on account of the Katharah G^ess 
on wood}, etc. Meanwhile, by way of compassion and 
benevolence, in conformity with the supplication of the 
English, the villages of Dahi-kalkatta, Sutanati and 
Govindpur, lying in the pargana Amirabad, which are 
adjacent to its factories, have been granted Cto the 
Company} for its residence; they Qthe English"} should 
deposit the revenues (h"asil) of the aforesaid villages 
into the treasury, in accordance with the revenue-roll 
(tumar). It is incumbent that, in this matter, they 
Cthe officials} should act in accordance with the 
exalted nishan, and consider it imperative. 
rso 
J # \ 
L.vt«tf^ 
jy j y ' c y . ^ y ^ ^ ^ iSy^i^obJi ^if^jCJij^h c^if>y^ji>.. 
3 jl^fjiJlyij j/yji^^ L^u-j jr(j3jji J^i^h cL,i^^ 




•IZZAT KHAN'S PARWANA. 
ISSUED ON 8T:: SEPTEMBER I698 
Copy of the Pa^wana under the seal of V»'izarat-o-Iqbql 
panah, 'Izzat Khan, the diwan of the province of Bengal; 
issued on thel2t/Vv of the month of Rabilul-auwal. 42nd re::.nal 
year Ci.e,. 8th September, 1^ 9R A.D, ^ jthat: 
Be it known to the chief officers, present and to O^ Yvxt ^  
the fau.jdar^ . .ja.^ irdars. Karoris. chaudhris ^ qanungos. r'ahdars. 
guzarbans and mustehfizan of the routes and highways, from the 
city of Jahangirnagar to the precincts of the provinces of Bengal 
2 
and Orissa-that, whereas, by virtue of the exalted farmanf 
the nishan of Prince —Lappellations deletedj'Azj^ush-shan 
and the august hasb-ul-hukm under the seal of —[appellations 
deleted]Asad Khan-, the customs-dues (mahsul ) on the goods 
and merchandise of the English Company are exempted in the 
entire imperial domain, except the at port of Surat ; and at 
the port of Hugli, the aforesaid Sa lish deposit Rs. 3000 
1. E.H. Add. ?4039, f.38 
2. Vide Doc. XXXIII 
3. Vide Doc. XLII 
4. Vide Doc. XL 
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into trie imperial treasury \_annually •] in the fonn of 
peshkash, in lieu of the customs dues. Thus, it has been 
decreed that the cash, goods and merchandise which the agents 
of the aforesaid English bring in and carry out from the 
ports of the said provinces and the sorrounding regions, 
either overland or over water, (if) accompanied v^ ith the 
dastak ot the English - should not, on any pretext, be 
obstructed on account of the realisation of the C'lstC'''- -O.ues^ 
Allow them passage so that, with ease and comfort and with free-
will > they may engage in purchase and sale activities with the 
mahaj ans, etc. In case, at any mah'al, anything from the 
merchandise oi the English gets stolen, they t.the Mughal 
officials! should make ail efforts to recover it back and 
should 
punish the thieves. They Lt^^ officialsjprovide them 
[the English^ all cooperation in their financial matters so 
that none amongst them are hindered on that account. From 
anyone, amongst the merchants or weavers, against whom they 
\^ Enj[lish3 have financial claims, they \]th,: Mughal officialsi 
should have the amount paid to the English with honesty and 
fairness. Its ^the Company's! ships, oe they rented or owned, 
should, as usual, be not intercepted on account of tne 
katharah (cers on wood), etc., so that, with ease and comfort, 
they may carry on trade and transactions. Consider this as an 
absolutely emphatic order. 
tie>//^^^ w^yI ^\^ f^j/^Js ^ yjji/^ i:ry^ c^ >i^ y> 
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x L p ; 
SALE-DEED OF DAHI-KAI KATTA & C. 
EFFECTED ON 9TH NOVEMBER 1698 . 
Copy of t h e s a l e - d e e d of t h e v i l l a g e s of D a h i - K a l k a t t a 
e t c . ; u n d e r t h e s e a l of t h e g a z i and t h e s i g n a t u r e s of 
t h r ZB.rr3.rt6?.rs. "^-^ t e x t : 
We^  of the following names and l ineages , obedient 
to Islam, namely, Manohar Dutt, son of Basudev, son of 
Raghu. and Ramchand, son of Bidhyadhar, son of Jagdish, 
and Ram Bhadr, son of Ram Deo, son of Kesav, and Pran, 
son of Kasheshar, son of Gauri , and Manohar Singh, son 
of Gandarab, son of ^lacunae in text^ , hereby 
a t t e s t and admit, on account of what i s permitted and 
r e l a t e s to lawful r i g h t s , to the following e f f ec t , t ha t , 
we, the a t t e s t o r s have r i g h t f u l l y and lawfully sold the 
v i l l a g e s or Dahi-Kalkatta and Sutanat i in the pargana 
of Amirabad and the v i l l age of Govindpur in the parganas 
of Paigan and Kal ika t ta , in sarkar Satgam, to the English 
Company including the produce ( h a s i l ) , jung le , tank. 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f .39 . 
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garden, cesses on water and jungle produce, and levies 
an artisans, including whatever belongs to within the 
boundaries, as delineated by fame and custom, which 
has been in our possession []to the date of this sale] 
the sold property being free from other claimants and 
litigation prohibiting its valid sale and transfer for 
the sum of Rs.1,300, in current' coins, inclusive of all 
rights, internal and external. The said amount has been 
transferred from the possession of the said purchaser 
to our own possession, and the said right has been 
surrendered to him j^ the Company] . We have excluded all 
false claims from this agreement and bind ourselves 
to this that if any other claimant appears, we stand 
surety for meeting it. Hereafter, there is and shall be, 
no claim on the part of our successors to the said area, 
nor any hostile claims against the English Company. 
For this reason, we have caused to be written these few 
lines in the form of sanad and given it [^to the CompanyJ" 
so that whenever needed, it may serve as evidence. 
Written on the 15th of the month of Jamada'-ul-auwal, 
1110 A.H. , corresponding to the 44th regnal year [_i.e. 
9th November 1698 A.D."^ . 
;$c 
flBTilKllif i HHWM-.fBaa 
^ W y r * - ^ / ^ ^ C^i^^^'c>/>J c : ^ J / ; ' j > v / ^ ^ i ^ ^ 
^^/r^.'j^^'r^J^ J^(J'^'J <^^J^jjj^X-Jhf*//iS-i^^iy 
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XLV 
'^ IZZAT KHAN'S PARWANA 
ISSUED ON 3RD FEBRUARY 1699^. 
Copy of the parwana under the seal of the diwan, "^ Izzat 
Khan; issued on the 2*^ 4 of the month of Shcib"an-ul-
muazzam, 42nd R.Y. []i.e., 3rd February 1699 A.D.~]. 
Be it known to the agents of the chief officers, 
present and to come, chaudhuris, qanungos, peasants and 
cultivators of the pargana Amirabad, Sarkar satgam, 
Chakla Hugli, that the villages of Dahi-Kalkatta, 
Sutanati and Govindpur, bearing, according to the taqsim 
frevenue-statistics^ , the jama^ (assessed revenue^ of 
Rs.1,194 As.14 and a kauri, have been, by virtue of a 
tamassuk Qa written bond^, purchased by the English 
Company from Manohar Dutt and other zamindars. They have 
^ 2 
obtained the exalted nishan and the document has 
already been signed. Therefore, its assessed revenue figures 
3 
[.lit. pricej has been written down in the zimn (enclosure^ . 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f . 3 6 . 
2 . Vide Doc.XLII, 
3 . On the zimn i s w r i t t e n the t e x t of the s a l e - d e e d 
(Doc.XLIV^/ ^^^ nislian of p r i n c e ' Azimu-sh-Shan 
(Dog.. XLIl) ^^^ "t^ ® firtuchilka ( s e c u r i t y ) by the Engl i sh 
w a k i l , Rao Ram c o n t r a c t i n g on behalf of the Engl i sh 
Company t o d e p o s i t the a s s e s s e d revenue (iamsQ of 
Rs.1,194 As.194 annua l l y i n t o the imper ia l t r e a s u r y . 
The muchilka a l s o g ives the breakdown of t h i s sum i n t o 
a s s e s s e d - r e v e n u e s of the v i l l a g e s of D a h i - K a l k a t t a , 
S u t a n a t i and Govindpur s e p a r a t e l y , as Rs .50l As.15 
p . 5 , Rs.224 As-4 p.17 and Rs.468 As. 9 p .9 r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
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I t has, t he re fo re , been recorded tha t the t A l u q a r i of the said 
v i l lages 
has bpen accordingly fixed on the English Company. I t 
i s incvimbent t h a t they []the Mughal Officials] should 
consider the said company as the permanent ta^lluqdar 
of the above-mentioned v i l l a g e s . They [_revenue o f f i c i a l s 
and other func t ionar ies j should s t r i v e for the extension 
of c u l t i v a t i o n and PproperJ r e a l i s a t i o n of the land 
revenue and jez iya and accordingly, they j^the English] 
should keep the e n t i r e peasantry and population of the 
said v i l l ages s a t i s f i e d and obliged by the i r conduct 
and ac t i ons . They ]^the English] should put in t h e i r 
bes t endeavours for fur ther enlargement of hab i t a t i on 
and extension of c u l t i v a t i o n . They should pay the land 
revenue, in accordance with the ru les and r e g u l a t i o n s , 
in time, and should s incere ly guard agains t the 
r e a l i s a t i o n of the cesses prohibi ted by the imperial 
cour t . Consider t h i s as an emphatic order* ac t in 
accordance with the above-delineated order. 
1. Here the use of the term tpfllu^dar for the buyers as 
against the term zemindar i s s ignif icant . I t s igni f ies 
that the rights of the tlngllsh were 'not ancient nor 
derived from royal grant Chuzurl) but obtained only by 
purchase,'(Cf, Irfan Habib, The Agrarian System of Mughal 
India, p.172). 
a)(^-v 
^/l^Ul>•.^•lr.CTg«ar;.^J.I•>-[. l.•—^-,^^. iiinrfgirirrta o s ^ 
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XLVI 
FIDAI KHAN'S PaRWANA, 
ISSUED ON 19TH JANU/iRY 1702 
Copy of the parwana under the seal of Nawab 
[]apPell3.tions deleted! Fidai Khan ; issued on the 19th of the 
month of Sha'ban-ul-mu'azzam, 45th regnal year Ci.e., 19th 
January 1702 A . D J . 
Be it known - to the chief officers, present and to 
come, the collectors ('ashiran) of zakat in the city of Patna, 
the agents of faujdars, the jagirdars, guzarb'ans and 
mustehfiz'an of the routes and highways, the chaudhris and 
qan"ungos of the parganas adjoining the province of Bihar-
that, whereas, the English Company hao represented, through 
the court officers, at the court of his felicitous Highness 
^Fidai KhanJ, that they have in their possession, the benevolent 
— 3 -
nishan complying with the exalted farman, the sacred orders 
(ahkam) and the sanads of the hukkam concerning the purchase 
and sale of goods and merchandise required for trade, 
concerning the non-observance of obstructions on account of 
the realisation of the cesses prohibited by the imperial court, 
and the fixation of the cesses (hasil) on their baggage and 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f. 40. 
2. Governor of Bihar from 1696 to 1704 (Ma'asir-i-'Alamgiri 
p. 369; Akhbarat, 46th R.Y.). 
3. See Doc. XLII. 
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merchcindise at Rs.3 000 per annum to be paid in the form 
of peshkash^ in lieu of the customs-dues, at the port of Hugli, 
in accordance with the old practise. They have established 
factories in the city of Patna on the basis \of this kind]^ 
of trade. Thus, it has been decreed that they \the Mughal 
officials3 should act in accordance with the sanads of 
the court and the felicitous nishan, which have been granted 
to the aforesaid mercnunt; tney [the English]] should nox. oc 
obstructed or impeded on account of the zakat on their 
merchandise and other cesses prohibited by the imperial court, 
on any pretext whatsoever. Its [the Company's^ ships, be 
they rented or owned, should not be intercepted on account of 
the katharah and other cesses, so tiiat, with ease and comfort 
and free of anxiety, they may purchase and sell cora:T\odities. 
Consider this as an emphatic order; obey the aforesaid 
order 
^ - ^ 
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XLVII 
SHRBULAND KHAN'S P^ U^ /^ AN.i, 
ISSUED ON 1ST AUGUST 1909 
Copy of the parwana under the seal of Khan Sumu-al-makan 
2 Sarbuxand Khan Bahadur; issued on the 24th of the month of 
Jamada' -ul-auwal^ 3rd regnal year ![^ i.e., 1st August 1709 A.D."] 
It has been put in writing that: 
Be It known- to the cnief officers, present and to 
come, officers entrusted with the affairs of the state, 
jagirdars, fauidars, karoris, zamindars, rahdars, quzarb'ans, 
chowkidars and mustehfiz"an of the routes and highways from 
the city of Jahangirnagar to the precincts of the provinces 
of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa and the ports in the aforesaid 
provinces- that, by virtue of the imperial fan:.an of Hazrat 
Kl;iuld Makan \jL,e., Aurangzeb^ and the compassionate and 
transcendent nishan of the Prance ^'Azimu-sh-Shan"^ the 
customs-duty (hasil) on the merchandise of the English 
Company is exempted in the imperial domain, except at the 
1. B.M. Add. 24039, f. 41. 
2. He was the deputy (naib) subedar of Bengal from 1708 
to 1710 (Ma'asir-ul-Umara^, Vol. Ill, pp. 801-2). 
' ** ' ' ' ' 
3. Vide ^oc. XXXIII 
4. Vide Doc. XLII. 
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port of Surat; and at the port of Hugli it Cthe Company3 
is to deposit Rs. 3000 in the imperial treasury in the form 
of peshkash in lieu of the customs-dues (mahsul). It is 
incumbent that they Cthe officials} should consider the 
customs-dues on its goods, on account of the sanads and in 
accordance with the established custom, as exemL'ted and 
written-off; the baggage and merchandise that its agents bring-
in and carry out rrom the ports of the provinces and the 
sorrounding region, either on land-routes or on rivers, should 
not be obstructed on account o. the realisation of the customs-
dues, on any pretext whatsoever. Allow them passage so 
that they may, free of anxiety, carry on their purchase and 
sale activities with the mahaj_ans, etc., with free-v/ill. In 
case, at any mahal, anything from its merchandise gets stolen, 
they [the officials 3 should make all endeavours to recover 
and discover the aforesaid stolen goods and should punish 
the thieves. Wherever they Qthe English"] have established 
factories for purchasing and selling commodities, they Lthe 
officials^ should provide them help and assistance in their 
financial matters. From any one, amongst the merchants or 
weavers, against whom they \_the English"} have financial claims, 
they tthe officials3 should have the said amount paid back to 
the English in accordance with their legitimate claims; in 
this , favour or concession to anybody is not apj.-roved of. 
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They the officials should not let go anybody harassing the 
aforesaid agents^ and should not obstruct its t.the Company's] 
ships, be they rented or owned/ on account of the kath'arah 
etc. The villages of Dahi-kalkatta, Sutav\ati and Govindpur, 
lying in the pargana Amirabad, which are adjacent to its 
factories, have been, owing to the compassion and benevolence of 
the court of Prince Azimu-sh-Shan , granted to it for its 
residence; they tthe English"} should deposit the revenues 
(hasil) of the aforesaid villages into the treasury in 
accordance with the revenue-roll (tumar). In these matters, 
they should 5*wt in accordance with the exalted nishan and 
consider it imperative. 




KHAN-I-JAHAN BAHADUR'S PARWANA. 
ISSUED ON 22nd FEBRUARY 1712 . 
Copy of t h e pa rwana under t h e s e a l of His H i g h n e s s 
2 Nawab K h a n - i J a h a n Bahadur • i s s u e d on t h e 1 4 t h of t h e 
month of M u h a r r a m - u l - h a r a r n , 6 t h r e g n a l y e a r ( i . e . . 22nd 
F e b r u a r y 1712 A . D . ) / t h a t : 
Be i t known - t o t h e Ch ie f o f f i c e r s , p r e s e n t and 
t o come, o f f i c e r s e n t r u s t e d w i t h t h e a f f a i r s of t h e s t a t e , 
f a u j d a r s , j a g i r d a r s , k a r o r i s , z a m i n d a r s , r a h d a r s , 
g u z a r b a n s , c h o w k l d a r s and mus t e h f iz'an of t h e r o u t e s 
and h ighways from the c i t y of J a h i i n g i r n a g a r t o t h e 
p r e c i n c t s of Benga l and O r i s s a and t h e p o r t s i n t h e 
a f o r e s a i d p r o v i n c e s - t h a t , by v i r t u e of t h e e x a l t e d 
_ 3 - 4 
f a rman , t h e c o m p a s s i o n a t e n i s h a n and t h e s a n a d s of t h e 
hukkam, t h e c u s t o m s d u t y ( h a s i l ) on t h e ( m e r c h a n d i s e 
of t h e ] E n g l i s h Company i s exempted in t h e i m p e r i a l 
d o m a i n , e x c e p t a t t h e p o r t of S u r a t ; and a t t h e p o r t 
of H u g l i i t [^the Company} d e p o s i t s Rs.3oO in t h e i m p e r i a l 
1 . B.M. Add. 2 4 0 3 9 , f . 4 2 . 
2 . Na^ib nazim of Bengal, from J a n u a r y 1711 to January 
1713 (Cf. J . F . S a r k a r , H i s t o r y of Bengal , p«406) . 
3 . Vide Doc. XXXIII 
4 . Vide Doc. XLII 
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t reasury in the form of peshkash, in l ieu of the 
customs-dues (njahLsAl.) • Accordingly, i t has been decreed 
t h a t , in deference to the e d i c t s (asn^d) of the world-
commanding CEmperor"} and the hukkam governing the empire, 
they Cthe Mughal o f f i c i a l s} should consider the customs-
dues tmahsull on i t s goods, in accordance with the 
es tabl i shed custom, as exempted and wri t ten-off ; the 
merchandise t h a t i t s agents br ing in and car ry out from 
the por ts of the provinces and the surrounding regions , 
e i t h e r overland or over water , should not be obstructed 
on account of the r e a l i s a t i o n of the customs-dues, on 
any excuse whatsoever. Allow them passage so t h a t , with 
may 
ease and comfort, they/carry-on the i r purchase and sale 
a c t i v i t i e s with the mah"ajan, e t c . with f r e e - w i l l , in 
case , a t any mahal, anything from i t s merchandise gets 
robbed, they Cthe Mughal off ic ia ls ' ) should endeavour 
to recover and discover the aforesaid goods, and should 
punish the t h i eves . Wherever they ^the English"} have 
f ac to r i e s for purchasing and s e l l i n g commodities, they 
^the officials"] should provide them help and ass i s tance 
in the i r f i n a n c i a l mat te rs . Against whomsoever, whether 
a merchant or weaver, they ^the English") have financial 
claims; they ^the Mughal O f f i c i a l s ! should get the 
amount paid in accordance with the i r legi t imate claims. 
In t h i s , favour or concession to anybody is not approved-
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of . They C,the of f ic ia l s^ should not l e t go anybody 
harassing the aforesaid agen t s , and should not obs t ruct 
i t s ships/ be they rented or owned, on account of the 
katharah, e t c . The v i l l a g e s of Dahi-Kalkatta, Sutanat i 
and Govindpur, lying in the parqana Amirabad, which are 
adjacent to i t s f a c t o r i e s , have been, by the compassion 
and benevolence of the cour t , granted to i t for i t s 
res idence; they (the English"} should deposi t the 
revenues (has i l ) of the aforesaid v i l l ages in to the 
t reasury in accordance with the revenue-ro l l (tumar). 
Do not v i o l a t e the provis ions of the compassionate 
farrnan and gracious nishan; in t h i s matter , consider 
emphasis and imperativeness as e s s e n t i a l . 
— 
' J^^C/.ihJjJJl 




FARRUKHJ1 YaR' S FARlY.-iN, 
ISSUED ON 18TH JANUARY 1717 
Copy of the exalted farm an; issued on the 4th of the 
month of Safar/ 5th regnal year ^ i.e., 18th January 1717 
A.D,^ , that: 
Be it knov/n to the hukkam^ 'ami^, admi ni.st'"Htors 
involved in the atfairs of the state, the jaglrdarS/ fauidars, 
karoris, rahdars, guzarbans and zamindars, present and to come, 
in the province of Ahmadabad, ports of Surat and Cambay, 
hopeful of imperial favours, that, at "this auspicious 
[[epithets deleted] moment, 'Mister* John Surman and 
2 
Khwaja Surhad, agents of the English, have represented at 
the threshold of the imperial throne that the merchandise 
of the English company is exempted from the customs-dues 
(mahsul) in the entire imperial domain except the port of 
1. Bodleian Library, MS. Fraser 228, ff. 20-23, 
2, They were appointed by tho Bcnc.il Counc'1 to the 
embassy dispatched to the court ot Emperor Farrukhsiyar 
for negotiating with him on securing concessions for 
the Company. John was made the chief, Khwaja Surhad 
acted second and Edward Stephenson, third. Khwaja 
Surhad was an Armenian who was appointed to the embassy 
under the belief, later belied, that he carried great 
influence at the imperial court. Besides, he was also 
well-acquainted with both Persian and English. For 
details on the appointinent of these of..icials to the 
embassy ana lor biographical notices concerning them, 
see The Early Annal]^ , Vol, II, Part I, pp. ix-xiii. 
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Surut, ^t the said port, duriny tliG reign of 
f" appellciLions deleted^ Shihabuddin ^hahjahan ^appellations 
deleted^ the customs-duty (mahsul) was fixed at Rs. 2 on 
every 100 [2%1 ; during the reign of nurangzeb 'Alamgir 
was 
^appellations deleted'^i it^settled at Rs. 3^ on every 100 
S^ij/ol a-nd at other places they th6 English were not to be 
obstruied for customs by anybody; in the reign of 
(a pp-il ' ••-' '•'••- 'Ifletedj Bah'-idur Shah ii Wci" f-; '»^ri ,,,... the 
whole at Rs, 2if L%3 ' which has continued till the present 
times, Owj.ng to the oppressions of the mutasaddi of that 
place [^ Surat"} the factory has been closed dov/n for the last 
thre- years. In the provinces of Bihar and Orissa this 
company pays no customs, and at the port of Hugli in s"uba 
Bengal, an annual peshkash of Rs.3,000 has beon fixed in lieu 
of the customs-duty. They ^the English"] solicit -uhat, as at 
other ports, at the port of Surat to, a peshkash may be 
fixed in lieu of the customs; tney accede the obligation of 
paying a oeshkash of Rs,10,000, The world-commanding order 
has bo n issued that, wheroas, the peshkash of Rs, 10,000 
has been accepted, they \_the officials'] should re>-ilise the 
peshkash every year; and excei t for thv-it, they should not 
harass \, the English Company^ on any account whatsoever. 
Consider the goods and baggage that its |[,Company' s^ agents 
bring in or carry out from the ports of the provinces and 
the sorrounding regions, whether overland or on water, as 
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exempted |__from ail cesG._s^ o Deem them independent in 
ti-mr comiiie^ ci-ii transactions. If/ at any mahal, anything 
from its merchandise gets robbed, they (^  the Mughal officials] 
should make all efforts to recover it back; tney should 
punish the thieves and restore the stolen goods to its 
rightful owner. VTherever they \„the English"} have 
factories v/herefrom they purchase and sell commodities, 
they L "t^'^^ Mughal officials"! pr-nvide them, help and assict.:.r.c,-
in their financial matters. From anyone, amongst the 
merchants etc., against whom they \„ the EnglishJ have 
financial claims, tiiey [_the officials3 should have the said 
amount paid back to the English, in accordance with their 
legitimate claimso ^hey should not let go anyone who oppresses 
its Lthe Company's] agents. They \the English}have also 
pleaded that in the provinces and diwanis they \lthe Mughal 
officials^ insist on the original sanad and the consequential 
orders under the seal of the governor (nazim) or the diwan; 
carryingthe original sanad everywhere is difficult. They^ 
therefore^ solicit that they \_the officials^ ^^Y honour 
the copy under the seal of the qazi and not insist on the 
original sanad at every place or harass thein for the 
consequenLial order of the nazim or diwan» 
Their other representations include : In the island of 
Bombay, a possession of the Enjlish, the English currency is 
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prevalent; the impericil coins v/ould bo minted there, as is the 
practise in Chinnapatan. The servants of the Company v/ho 
become debtors and flee away would be brought back to the 
chief of the factory and they \^ the Mughal officials']J would 
not obstruct them on account of the faujdari and other 
prohibited cesses, which cause hardships to tlie agents and 
officials ('amala) of the Company, The exalted and inviolable 
order (11ukiii/ hcs bt^ en issued the: L t^ .^ y \__Lhc; Mugh>.l cffici'AlSj 
» 
should honour the copy under the seal of the chief qazi^ 
and in the island of Bombay the imperial currency struck on 
the pattern of that in the imperial domain should be made 
current. They should restore back to the Chief of the 
factory those servants of the Company v/ho are debtors and 
have fled away and should not obstruct them \lthe English^ 
on account of the realisation of the prohibited cesses. The 
representation has also reached the court of spiritual and 
teraporalaffairs that the Company has established its factories 
at other places also; they ^he Engl -sh^ request that 
wherever they desire to settle a factory, forty bighas 
of land may be grdnted to them by the administration. Some-
times, when their ships, owing to storms, hit the shores 
of the port and get srecked, the officers (hukkiin) of the 
ports, behaving oppressively, confiscate the goods and at 
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certain places clciim onc;-fourth ^ of the wreckage! . The 
exalted order has been issued that they \^the Mughal officials ^  
should act in accordance with the prevailing practise 
^concerning the establishment"] of their factories^ in other 
provinces. This company, which has its factories in the 
imperial ports and has business dealings with the imperial 
courts is exempted by the imperial farman from the 
rr.al isation of the customs-le^des; they Qthe Mughal officials! 
should consider it mandatory to protect the wreckage of 
the\_Company's 2 ru.'ined ships, '^ey should act in all matter 
according to this inimitable order/ and should not insist on 
a renewed sanad every year. Consider this as an emphatic 
order; written on the date as mentiocjad at the top. 
Issued during the tenure of ^appellations deleted"\ 
Yaraeen-ud-daula Bahadur Zafar Jung Syed 'Abdullah IChan, the 
imperial wazir 
JC j John~S r^manl ]C:/y-'C:)ky^llj^^^J/^U ^j/Ufu 
^AjijlijiA-^^I 3tevenso£_ JOJ^J/^JJ^/^^I/ 
ji^3 u^/^j fy^/i cff/^^-^/-" ^ J^^ L-<f>r f^J^^ij^ iij i 
« v < ^ 
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SYED ABDULi.^i KHAN'S iLi.SB-UL-HUKM,.. 
ISSUED ON 14TH NOVEMBER 17177 
Copy of the sacred and exalted hasb-ul-hukiri/ under 
• • 
the seal of (^appellations deleted] Syed 'Abdullah Khan 
- - 2 Bahadur Zafar Jung, sipah salar, the faithful frieady that: 
Be it known to the chief officers, present and to 
come, in all the provinces of the empire, that, whereas, 
presently, Mr. John Surman, Kliwaja Surhad and Mr, Stevenson 
have submitted, through the imperial officials, the 
representation of the English Company, that in the ports 
where the Company has its f^Lctories, the purchase and sale 
\_of goods"} is genrally undertaken, at the mart (aurang) 
by the English but at certain places, where it has not been 
possible to dispatch the English, an agreement (qarardad) 
has been undertaken with the traders and merchants of this 
country by which money is handed over to the maha Jans and 
merchants, to purchase commodities \] on behalt o± the 
English^ • '-^ Wy [_the English^ solicit that an order (hukm) 
be given to the imperial officers that, by virtue of the 
1. Bodleian Library, MS. Fr^ser ff. 23b-24b. 
2, The imperial vvazir (Vide supra p.lys ), 
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dastak (permit-certificdte) of the chief of the Enfjlish 
factory/ they would not obstruct or ini].)ede anybody xjurchasing 
commodities at the marts and the ports. The world-
commanding order has been issaed that they L the mutasaddis"| 
should call for the list carrying the \_ total] number of thos-; 
persons authorised under the seal of the c.iief of the factory 
\_to purchase on behalf of the Comoanyl , and should 'Lthenii 
•i ssuo a sanad/ according to the given number, under their own 
seal. Accordingly, the exalted hasb-ul-hukm has been put in 
writing that they "^the officials"^ should act in accordance 
with the imperial order; they should take the list of the 
n\iraber \pf the authorised agents^ Cd-rtif ied by the head of the 
factory and should give the sanad under their o\~m seal in 
conformity with the number of agents , Consider this as 
decidedly imperative; written on the 9th of the month of 
Zi' l~hij.ja, 5th regnal year '[J-.e., 14th November 1717^ , 
1. Vide Doc. XLIX. 





' ABDliLLAii JKIIAN ' S 1-U3B-UL-HUKJ4, 
3SUED ON 14TH NOVEMBER 1717 
Copy of the august and sacred hasb-ul-hukm under the seal 
of Tap.pellations deleted] Syed Abdullali Khau Bahadur Zaj. a.r 
Jung, the si pah s'alar, a faithful campanion that: 
lie it known co the chief officers, present and to 
come, in all the provinces of the empire, that, presently, 
Mr. John Surman, Khwaja Surhad and Mr. Stevenson, have 
siibmitted, through the imperial officials, the representation 
of the English Company, that in these provinces, the diwani 
officials, etc. insist on the original sanad and the 
consequential order under the seal of the nazim or diwan. 
Since it is difficult carrying the original sanad in every 
province, tr^ ey l.the English^ are hopeful that a firm order 
would be issued that {the Mughal officials] should honour the 
copy (naql) attested with the seal of the chief qazi 
(qazi-ul-quzat); they should not insist on the original 
sanad and should also, not harass them for the consequential 
order under the seal of the n~azim or diwan. The august 
1. Bodleian Library, MS Fraser 228, ff. 24b-25a. 
2. Vide Doc. XLIX. 
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order (hukm) has been issued that they [the Mughdl officials] 
shoulo honour the CO^'Y attested under the seal of the 
qazi-ul-quzat. The exalted farm'an has already been issued; 
on account of that the august hasb-ul-hukm has been ordained 
that \ the Mughal officials] should act in conformity with the 
sacred order (manshilr); they should rely on the copies of 
the sanads, attested under the seal of the cfazi-ul-quzat. 
Know this as an emphatic order; decreed on the 9tu uL 




'ABDULLAH KHAN'S H/-.SB-UL-HUKM, ^  
ISSUED ON 14TH NOVEMBER TTl? 
Copy of the sacred and august hasb-ul-hukm under the 
seal of (^appellations deleted} Syed 'Abdullah Zafar 
Jung, the sipah-s'alar, the faithful companion, that: 
Be it known to the chief officers, present and to 
come, of the blessed port of Surat, the paradise of regions, 
Bengal, and other provinces of the empire, that, presently, 
Mr. John Surman, Khwaja Surhad and Mr. Stevenson have 
submitted the representation of the English, through the 
imperial officers, that in the island of Bombay, situated in 
the saline ocean, the English currency is prevalent. They 
[the English"i plead that, as is the practise at Chinnapatan, 
the imperial coins may be minted at that place ^Bombay} . 
The exalted and sacred order (hukm) has been issued that, on 
I 
the issue of giving currency to the imperial coins, a decree 
2 
should be issued to them tthe English} , Thus, the sacred 
hasb-ul-hukm has been issued that they ^the Mughal officials} 
should, in this matter, comply with the exaltea imperial order; 
1. Bodleian Library 228, ff. 25a-26a. 
2. Vide Doc. XLIX . 
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they should uicike current the imperial rupees and 
coins that are struck g;t "the aforesaid island t.Bon^ t'ayj 
in the same manner as the rupees struck at other places. 
They should not obstruct Lthe English^ and should consider 
this as an emphatic order. Issued on the 9th of 
Zi '1-hij ja, 5th ^ ^ ^9"^! "i year \^i,e., 14th November 




' ABDULLAH KPiAN' S HASB-UL-HUKM, . 
3oUt:D ON r4TH NOVEMBER 1717 
Copy oi the sacr/d and august hasb-ul-hukm, under the 
seal of ^appellations deleted^ Syed 'Abdullah Khun Zafar 
Jung, the sipah salar, the loyal companion, that: 
r-e iL Xiiuwn to tne chiel oiticeriD, j,)i ebeuu and to come, 
in all the provinces of the empire, that, presently, Mr. John » 
Sumian, Khwaja Surhad and Mr. Stevenson have submitted the 
petition of the English Company, through the imperial officials, 
that the money coined at the mint of Chinnapatan is accepted 
by the imperial treasury and in the provinces at a discount, 
despite the fact t..at the silver money is of the same 
standard as that of Surat. In the provinces the petitioners 
suffer a loss. The inviolable order (hukm), addressed to 
them \.the Mughal officials] has been issued that in case the 
money \_minted at Chinnapatan 2 is reckoned to be of the same 
standard as that of the port of Surat, they Cthe Mughal 
officjialsl should not charge a discount, and should accept it 
at the value of current coins. The exalted order has been 
issued that from the 5th regnal year \.i,e., 1717-18 j , if the 
silver coins struck \_ at Chinnapatan"^ are of the same standard 
1, Bodleian Library, MS. Fraser 228, f. 26. 
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as minted at the auspicious port C^urat^ , they ^tho Mughal 
officials] should not harass them [the English"] on account of 
discount. The imperial farm'an has been granted. 8n the 
strength of that, the exalted hasb-ul-hukm has been put in 
writing that, in this matter, they should act in conformity 
with the sacred farriiah; consider it imperative that, in the 
event of the silver coins struck at Chinnapatan being of the 
same standard as the imperial coins, nobody should, from the 
aforesaid ausx^icious year, harass them on account of 
discount. Know this as decidedly imperative; issued on the 
9th of the month of Zi'l-hi1ja, 5th regnal year Li.e., 
14th November 1717 A.D,^ . 
1. Vide Doc. XLX. 
-^ (/cj^ cryr^*^ f^ ^ -^^ ^cfi/f^ ''-^  VWt^ vt^ .^ ^^1/^ ^ 
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L3V 
•ABDULLAH KH/iN ' S PL^SB-UL-HUKM, 
ISSUED ON 14TH NOVEMBER 1717 
Copy of the sacred and exalted hasb-ul-hukni/ under 
the seal of \^appellation3 delf,-ted"i Syed 'Abdullah Khan 
Bahadur Zafar Jung, the sipah salar, the loyal companion, 
that: 
Be it knovm to the chief officers, present 
and to come, in all the provinces of the empire, that, 
presently, Mr. John Surman, Khwaja Surhad and Mr. Stevenson 
have submitted the rerjresentation of the' English Company, 
through the imperial officials, that the \English'] Company 
has its factories in the provinces of Bengal, Bihar and 
Orissa, and that they wish to establisldfactories in other 
provinces also; they pray that wherever they ^.desire to]^ 
establish their factories, the administration may grant 
forty biqhas of land for the factory. The august order has 
been issued \_lacunae in textl \.allowin.j the Company 
to establishj] factories in other provinces in accordance 
with the rules. An exalted imperial order has also been 
granted \^ to the same effect^ « 
1. Bodleian Library, MS. Fraser 228, f. 27, 
2, Vide Doc. XhU. 
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Accordingly, the august hasb-ul-hukm has been is:;ued 
that, in this matter, tiiey [_the Mughul oftici>als~\ should 
comply-with the tsex^red f^trmanr it nas been resolved tnat 
they \jthe Mughal officials^ should act in accordance v/ith 
the \_imperi al"] order in cities whore they have their 
old factories and at places where they intend to establish 
new factories. Consider this as decidedly emphatic; 
issued on the 9th of the month of Zi*l-hi j ja, 5th regnal 
year "^ .i.e., 14th November 1717 A.Do^ . 
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'ABDULLAH KH/-d^ I' S liiSD-UL-lIUKl-I, .. 
iSJUED ON 14TH NOVEMBER 1717. 
Copy ot the sacred and exalted hasb-ul-hukm^ under the 
seal of [appellations deleted] S_ ed "^ Abdullah iOian 
Bahadur Zafar Jung, the si,.ah saler, the faithful companion, 
that: 
Be it knovm to the chief officers, present and to come, 
in the province of -^i-hmadabad: the ports of Surat, Cambay, 
Bhroacn, etc. in the aforesaid province, that, presently, 
Mr. John Surman, IChv/aja Surhad and Mr. Stevenson have 
submitted the petition of the Company, through the imperial 
officicls that the customs-duos (mahsul) on the goods of 
the English Company arc exem^ t^ in all the provinces of the 
empire, except the port of Surat. At the said port, during 
the reign of Pap-pellations deleted"^ Hazrat Firdaus 
Ashyani f^ i.e., Shahjahan"} , the customs-duty was fixed at 2^ ; 
during the reign of —-(app'dilations deleted) Hazrat Khuld 
Makani [_i.e., Aurangzeb] it was levied at 3^^; and during 
the reijn of Tappellations deleted] Bahadur Shah it was 
realised at 2^^, which has continued until the pres nt times, 
'Three years have passed since we \jthe English] removed our 
1. Bodleian Library, MS. Fr^ser 228, ff. 27b-28b. 
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factory from Surat ; we are hopeful that ut Surat as in 
othur provinces ana llugly, a peshkash of Rs.10,000 per 
annum may be fixed in lieu of the customs-duty. An exalted 
farman consenting to it has already been granted. Accordingly, 
the august hasb-ul~hukm has been put in writing that, in this 
V « 
matter, they Cthe Mughal officials]] should act in accord<ince 
with the luminiscent order (manshur); they should realise 
Rs,10,000 at the poi L of SuraL, m iicu or tnc cus-curns-d'aea, 
^The English"} should for no reason be obstructed on account 
of the realisation of the customs. Consider this as an 
emphatic or-er; issued on the 9th of the month of 
Zi '1-hij ja/ 5th regnal year Ci.e,, 14th November 1717 A.D^ , 





•"Arz- i -Mukar r a r 
Aurang 
Chaudhry 
P a r ogha '^Arz - i -
M u k a r r a r 
Dlwan; D i w i n - i -
k u l 
F a r m a i s h 
Farman 
F a u i d i r 
F a u j d a r r (1) 
F a u i ' d i r i (2) 
Gumashta 
Guzarban 
R e v e n u e - c o l l e c t o r ( A g r a r i a n Sys t em, p . 1 7 1 ) . 
R e v e n u e - a s s e s s o r s ( A g r a r i a n S y s t e m , p . 2 9 5 ; 
Y a s i n , f . 7 1 ) . 
( L i t . t h e s e c o n d r e p r e s e n t a t i o n ) A g r a n t , 
d e c r e e or demand p l a c e d b e f o r e t h e e m p e r o r , 
a second t i m e , f o r c o n f i r m a t i o n (Ibn 
Hasan , p . 2 9 3 ) . 
'A p l a c e where goods a r e m a n u f a c t u r e d , a 
' d e p o t f o r s u c h g o o d s ' ; t r a d i n g m a r t , 
m a r k e t p l a c e , c l o t h m a r k e t s (Hobson-
u obson , p . 4 0) . 
The v i l l a g e headman o r z a m i n d a r whose 
p r i n c i p a l f u n c t i o n was t o a s s i s t t h e 
j a g i r d a r s i n r e v e n u e c o l l e c t i o n . ( A g r a r i a n 
Sys t em, p p . 2 9 2 - 9 4 ) . 
"The o f f i c e r i n c h a r g e of p r e s e n t i n g t h e 
a r z - i - m u k a r r a r b e f o r e t h e e m p e r o r . 
M i n i s t e r i n c h a r g e of i m p e r i a l f i n a n c e , 
1 a q l r a s s i g n m e n t s and r e v e n u e c o l l e c t i o n 
(Cf. A p p a r a t u s , XXV). 
An o r d e r , a command, a d i r e c t i o n ; a 
commiss ion t o e x e c u t e any work ; a p r e s e n t 
t o a s u p e r i o r . 
A g r a n t , d e c r e e , p a t e n t o r command 
i s s u e d u n d e r t h e s e a l of t h e e m p e r o r . 
Commandant of a t e r r i t o r y , i n c h a r g e 
of law and o r d e r (Cf. A p p a r a t u s , XXV). 
The o f f i c e of t h e f a u j d a r . 
C e s s e s o r i m p o s t s l e v i e d by t h e f a u j d a r 
f o r m a i n t a i n i n g law and o r d e r . 
An a g e n t , a r e p r e s e n t a t i v e . 
An o f f i c e r a p p o i n t e d t o t a k e t o l l s 
b o t h on t h e h i g h r o a d s and a t f e r r i e s . 
(Vi/ilson, G l o s s a r y , p . 1 9 5 ) , 
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Hakim 
H a q - i - l a n q a r 
H a s b - u l - h u k m 
Ha s i 1 
Hukkam 
: A h i g h o f f i c i a l . The g o v e r n o r of a 
p r o v i n c e , t h e l a q l r d a r , t h e supreme 
a d a i i n i s t r a t i v e a u t h o r i t y i n a p o r t -
town, c i t y or d i s t r i c t ( W i l s o n , G l o s s a r y , 
p . 1 9 5 ) . 
: A n c h o r a g e - d u e s l e v i e d on s h i p s a n c h o r i n g 
i n t h e Mughal p o r t s . 
: A p a t e n t o r o r d e r i s s u e d u n d e r t h e s e a l 
of a h i g h o f f i c i a l s , u s u a l l y t h e w a z i r 
o r t h e d i w a n . in o f f i c i a l c o n f i r m a t i o n 
t o t h e i m p e r i a l o r d e r communic? t'^d e i t h e r 
o r a l l y or t h r o u g h a w r i t t e n mandate 
^ (Yasfn , f . 7 0 b ) . 
r Income d e r i v e d by the s ta ce Irom Ldxes 
and i m p o s t s ; r e v e n u e , t a x , c u s t o m s - l e v y 
(Wi l son , G l o s s a r y , p . 2 o 2 ) . 
: P l u r a l of h l k i m . 
J a q i r 
J a q i r d a r 
K a r o r i 
K a t h a r or 
Ka t h a r a h 
K h a z a n a - i a m i r a 
Mah"aian 
Mahal 
Mah=i l - i -Sa ' i r 
Mahsul 
Area of l a n d whose r e v e n u e s were a s s i g n e d 
t o a Mughal o f f i c i a l i n l i e u of h i s s a l a r y -
c l a i m s . 
The h o l d e r of a j a q i r . 
R e v e n u e - c o l l e c t o r of t h e kha l i s a land 
( A g r a r i a n s y s t e m , p p . 275 -82 ) . 
(Kath-wood, t i m b e r ; Hara o r Horah -
a r a t e , c e s s , l e v y ) A c e s s on wood o r 
t r m b e r . 
The i m p e r i a l t r e a s u r y ( Y a s i n , f . 7 1 b ) . 
M e r c h a n t , d e a l e r , b a n k e r , m o n e y - l e n d e r 
(Wi l son , p . 3 1 7 ) . 
H l e v e n u e - u n i t (Economy, p . 1 0 ) . 
A p u r e l y f i s c a l u n i t f o r t h e c o l l e c t i o n 
of r e v e n u e s o t h e r t h a n t h e l and r e v e n u e 
( M i i ^ a t - 1 - Ahmadi) ( S u p p l . ) p p . 1 8 2 , 1 8 3 , 184) 
( J j i t . c o l l e c t e d , l e v i e d ) p r o d u c e from 
t h e l and (A* i n - i - A k b a r l , I , p . 2 8 6 ) ; 
r e v e n u e d e r i v e d from t a x e s (Akbarnama, 
I I I , p . 3 8 2 ) ; c u s t o m s - l e v i e s (Muntakhab-
u l - l u b a b , I I , p . 8 0 ) M i r ' a t - i - A h m a d i , I , 

















Sa" i r 
C u s t o d i a n s , k e e p e r s , g u a r d s , watchmen. 
A g e n e r a l d e s i g n a t i o n for o f f i c i a l . In x. 
portB of S u r a t and Cambay t h i s d e s i g n a ^ i 
sp )ec i f i ca l l y app l i ed t o the ch ie f p o r t -
o f f i c e r , whom the Engl i sh contemptuously 
c a l l e d ' g o v e r n o r ' . 
Governor of a province in the Mughal 
Empire; a l s o reffurred to as subedar and 
hakim. 
u 
Order of a r o y a l p r i n c e . 
'A t e r r i t o r i a l cum-admin i s t r a t i ve u n i t 
c o n s i s t i n g of a number of v i l l a a e s 
(Agrarian System, p . 2 . ) . 
An order or a w r i t t e n command from a 
Mughal o f f i c i a l to h i s s u b o r d i n a t e s . 
Offer ing or t r i b u t e paid t o the imper i a l 
c o u r t or a h igh o f f i c i a l . 
A h e r i d i t a r y o f f i c i a l incharge of revenue 
a c c o u n t s . I t was h i s du ty t o a s s i s t the 
amins in t h e i r revenue assessment and t o 
ensure t h a t the c o l l e c t i o n s made by the 
'^amils were in deference t o the imper i a l 
r e g u l a t i o n s (Agrarian System, p p . 2 8 9 - 9 1 ) . 
O f f i c i a l e n t r u s t e d with the r e s p o n s i b i l i t y 
of a d m i n i s t e r i n g j u s t i c e . 
The p r i n c i p a l q a z i . 
O f f i c i a l e n t r u s t e d wi th the r e s p o n s i b i l i t y 
of p r o v i d i n g s e c u r i t y to the merchants , 
t r a v e l l e r s and wayfarers on the r o u t e s 
and t r a n s i t s . 
R o a d - t o l l s , in land t r a n s i t - d u e s . I t 
was u s u a l l y an unau thor i sed r e a l i s a t i o n 
exac ted from the merchants and t r a v e l l e r s 
by the Mughal o f f i c i a l s . 
Taxes o t h e r than the land - revenue, 
n o t a b l y market and t r a n s i t - d u e s (Economy, 
p . 1 2 7 ) . 
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A g r a n t , c h a s t e r o r p a t e n t from a p e r s o n 
or p e r s o n s in a u t h o r i t y . 
The t e r r i t o r i a l d i v i s i o n of t h e p r o v i n c e 
o r s u b a ; f u r t h e r s u b - d i v i d e d i n t o mahaIs 
o r p a r g a n a s . ' 
R e v e n u e - r o l l ( Y a s i n , f . 9 0 b ) . 
Same a s j a q i r d a r . 
( L i t . A t e n t h p a r t , a t i t h e ) Cus toms-
d u e s , t r a n s i t - d u t y (Muntkhab-u1-Lubab , 
^ p . 2 3 0 ; M i r a t - i - A h m a d i ^ I , p . 340) . 
P l u r a l of"^Ushr. 
A p e r s o n i n v e s t e d w i t h a u t h o r i t y t o 
a c t f o r a n o t h e r , a r e p r e s e n t a t i v e , an 
a g e n t , an a t t o r n e y (Wilson G l o s s a r y , 
p . 5 5 4 ) . 
The h i g h e s t o f f i c i a l i n t h e Mughal 
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n . 'The k i n g - p i n of 
m e d i e v a l a d m i n i s t r a t i o n , i n t h e Middle 
E a s t a s w e l l a s in I n d i a ' ( S a t i s h Chand ra , 
p . 6 1 ) . 
N e w s - w r i t e r ( A g r a r i a n S y s t e m , p . 2 9 6 ) . 
I n t h e I s l a m i c f i s c a l t e r m i n o l o g y i t 
s i g n i f i e s an o b l i g a t o r y r e l i g i o u s t a x 
on t h e M u s l i m s , c o n v e n t i o n a l l y amount ing 
t o 2V2. D u r i n g t h e M e d i e v a l p e r i o d i t 
was l o o s e l y u s e d a s a g e n e r i c t e r m f o r 
c e s s e s and l e v i e s . The Mughal a d m i n i s t r a -
t i o n u s e d i t t o mean t r a n s i t d u t i e s u s u a l l y 
c o l l e c t e d a t i n l a n d p o s t s o r s t a t i o n s 
( T u z u k - i - J a h a n g i r i , p p . 4 , 2 1 ) . i t was a l s o 
some t imes u s e d i n t h e s e n s e of t h e c u s t o m s -
dues ( M u n t a k h a b - u l - L u b a b , I I , p . 2 3 0 ; 
M i r a t - i - A h m a d i , I , p p . 5"98-99, 3 3 9 - 4 0 ) . 
L i t . k e e p e r o r h o l d e r of l a n d . An 
o f f i c i a l w i t h s u p e r i o r r i g h t s ove r l and 
p o s s e s s i n g a n y h e r e d i t a r y c l a i m ove r t h e 
s u r p l u s - p r o d u c e of t h e p e a s a n t s ( A g r a r i a n 
S y s t e m , p p . 136-189) . 
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